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Summary
Waste generation has become a major problem for society. Online food delivery services account for a
large share of packaging waste. Policymakers worldwide are introducing reduction measures to ban
these packaging products from the market. Initiatives offering reusable food container services recently
joined the delivery market, each having its own logistics network design. However, these initiatives still
have a small market size, therefore we cannot conclude that the implementation of these initiatives on
the market size of an existing meal delivery network is profitable and sustainable. From our literature
review, we can conclude that no study has yet quantified the actual environmental and economical im
plications of container handling methods for the reuse of food containers in the meal delivery industry.
This paper aims to fill this knowledge gap by evaluating different container handling methods for reuse
by quantifying their impact on the environment and the profitability.

The literature review on the barriers for the adoption of reusable packaging shows that sociopsychological
factors such as convenience and perceived positive environmental impact, play an important role. Be
sides that, financial incentive programs, such as cash for recyclables, have an impact on the short term.
However, this effect disappears when the financial incentive is removed. Furthermore, the literature
shows that an economic deposit system generally induces a negative reaction since consumers per
ceive it as a coercive rather than motivating system. In addition, the adoption of reusable concepts
and initiatives for the reuse of food containers are investigated in the literature. This analysis shows
that most of the current initiatives are mainly impacted by the customer return behavior. The market
size of the reusable food container concepts are slowly growing, however, the literature shows that
for the general public, the ‘feelgoodfactor’ of sustainable packaging is not enough. Therefore, we
identified more convenient alternatives for reusable food container networks and compared these to
conventional systems. Such as including the driver in pickup and delivery of a reusable food container
from the customer to the restaurant.

Based on case studies of reusable initiatives that are currently on the market, we distinguish three
reusable container handling methods: the passive method (the driver performs the return action), the
active method (the customer controls the return action), and the hybrid method (both the driver as the
customer can control the return action). Remark that the behavior of the drivers is fully controllable by a
meal delivery platform in contrast to the behavior of the customers which can only be partly controlled.
The optimal control action appears to be: take the used food container from a customer. Only drop a
reusable food container at a restaurant if the next order is also in a reusable food container. To correct
for food container shortages or skewed storage at restaurants, we defined two redistribution actions:
restock and refill. Furthermore, we defined, based on desk research, different parameters such as the
container lifespan, maximum capacity of the driver, the order frequency at restaurants, and the trip
frequency of the driver. Additionally, we define scenarios based on variation in the percentage of cus
tomers and restaurants that reuse. Lastly, we determine the relative costs and emissions per reusable
food container and transport cost and emission savings per redistribution event. These factors together
form the basis for the simulation study. Next, we use numerical simulation in combination with a Monte
Carlo analysis to estimate the economical and environmental impact of integrating different types of
reusable food container networks in the meal delivery industry.
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We observe the following system behavior from our simulation study for each of the container handling
methods:

• Passive method. As long as the total initial restaurant stocks are equal to the number of reusing
customers and drivers, the minimum number storage per restaurant, and the food containers are
approximately uniformly distributed over the restaurants, the system will always be in control and
all stock levels will converge over time. Because from that moment, each time a driver serves
a node, we will guarantee that the driver drops its stored food container, takes a food container
from the same restaurant, and drops the food container at a customer where the driver picks up
an used reusable food container from the customer.

• In the hybrid method, we have the same driver dynamics as for the passive method. However,
since we also allow customers to return their food container to the reusable restaurant (which is
randomly sampled), we cannot guarantee the stability of the total restaurant stock which we could
guarantee by the passive method.

• In the active method, the system has become largely uncontrollable. The customers return their
food containers to a random restaurant at a random time. Hereby, forcing many redistribution
events to balance the restaurant stocks.

After validation of the system behavior, we can conclude that that for each of the container handling
methods, emission and cost savings can be realized compared to a system in which only disposable
food containers are used. Even for situations in which only a small part of the customers and restau
rants use reusable food containers. Moreover, the passive handling method outperforms the hybrid
and active container handling method, both economically and environmentally. We observe that the
benefits are positively correlated with the customer and restaurant participation ratio. As all handling
methods more or less realize equal environmental gains, the methods mainly differ in the economical
performance.
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1
Introduction

The outbreak of COVID19 has large effects on the restaurant industry. Online meal delivery platforms
facilitated restaurants to keep operating and enabled consumers to order prepared meals, COVID19
accelerated the shift from restaurant dinners to ordering food online (Li et al., 2020). Data from the
reservation system ’OpenTable’ shows that due to lockdowns, sitdown traffic at restaurants decreased
by 83% globally (Ivanova, 2020). Consequently, the number of users and revenue of online meal de
livery services grew with 10% worldwide over the last year (Statista, 2020b). According to Statista
(2020b), this growth is continuing worldwide with an annual factor of 6.4%. The global trend results in
many countries having at least one major platform for meal delivery. The European market has a large
potential for online meal delivery platforms, especially The Netherlands. According to FSIN (2020), the
Dutch meal delivery sales increased by approximately 37 percent in 2020. The revenue is expected to
show an annual growth rate of 7.5% in the coming years (Statista, 2020a). The meal delivery industry
in cities is even growing faster as the number of inhabitants in urban areas is increasing (Buchholz,
2020; Nations et al., 2019).

Nevertheless, the meal delivery industry significantly contributes to environmental pollution that occurs
from food packaging, production, and waste generation (Song et al., 2018; Yi et al., 2017; Li et al., 2020;
Jia et al., 2018). Yearly 8 million tons of plastic material end up in the oceans worldwide (Thevenon
et al., 2015; EU Commission, 2018). The takeaway industry is the largest contributor to this waste
generation (Morales–Caselles et al., 2021). Only in Europe, takeaway food generates approximately
20,000 tonnes of waste per year (Bûmerang, 2021). In addition, the demand for singleuse, disposable
food packaging soared globally due to its hygienic perception in the COVID19 pandemic (Neo, 2020).
Unfortunately, only 14% of the plastic packaging is collected for recycling and just 5% of it is success
fully recycled into new plastic (Dauvergne, 2018; Hahladakis and Iacovidou, 2018).

The alarming growth of plastic pollution leads to action among organizations worldwide. According
to Wilson et al. (2016), the United Nations calls policy and decision makers to take action on waste
management. Packaging management is necessary within almost all industrial sectors (Bortolini et al.,
2018). In 2019, the European Parliament approved a new law banning the top ten single use plastic
items found on EU beaches (European Parliament, 2019). The ban will apply to plastic cotton buds,
cutlery, plates, straws, drink stirrers, and balloon sticks (EU Commission, 2018). For food containers
and drink cups, reduction measures should be introduced by member states. They can do so by ensur
ing that plastic products cannot be provided free of charge, setting national reduction targets, or making
alternative products available at the point of sale. One of the reduction measures already introduced is
the increase of taxes on the incineration of waste (Harmsen, 2021). Hereby, governments discourage
singleuse products and thereby stimulate the recycling or reuse of products since the price is much
lower.

Consequently, the need occurs for online meal delivery platforms to consider alternatives for meal
packaging. These alternatives should be beneficial both economically as environmentally.

1



1.1. Problem Statement 2

1.1. Problem Statement
Online meal delivery platforms are growing worldwide. COVID19 accelerates the shift from restaurant
dinners to ordering food online. Nevertheless, the takeaway business model is currently the major
source of plastic packaging waste generation. The alarming growth of plastic pollution leads to ac
tion among governments worldwide resulting in singleuse plastic bans. A handful of startups offer
reusable food container services. However, no online meal delivery platform has adopted such as ser
vice. The market size of these initiatives is therefore still small. There is no proof of concept on a larger
scale. For this purpose, this study identifies, defines, and evaluates reusable food container handling
methods in the meal delivery industry.

According to this background, the reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 revises liter
ature on reusable systems, key success factors for reuse, and methodologies that are able to measure
the environmental and economical performance of packaging systems. This section is concluded with
the definition of the research gap. Section 3 describes the identification of the conventional meal deliv
ery system and potential concepts for reuse of food containers in this system based on case studies. In
addition, system boundaries and the functional unit for environmental and economical evaluation are
identified. Section 4 considers the definition of reusable container handling methods and parameters.
Based on this information, a simulation study is defined in Section 5, which also covers the evaluation
and discussion of the simulation results. Furthermore, the limitations of the study are presented in this
section. Given these outcomes, conclusions, recommendations, and future research suggestions are
formulated in Section 6. The scientific paper of this report can be found in Appendix A.

1.2. Relevance
Scientific Relevance
The market for online meal delivery has grown rapidly over the past years (Statista, 2020a). Compa
nies facilitating reusable food container packaging recently entered the meal delivery market. Since
these initiatives are relatively new, not much has been written on their network design in the literature
yet. Jia et al. (2018) underline the rapid increase of doortodoor cooked food deliveries resulting in en
vironmental issues but concludes that empirical and analytical studies towards resolving these issues
still deserve further investigation. This underlines the scientific relevance of the evaluation of different
container handling methods.

Conversely, the environmental impact of food containers has been studied widely in the last couple
of years. GallegoSchmid et al. (2018, 2019); Accorsi et al. (2014, 2020) executed life cycle assess
ments (LCAs) on current food containers to evaluate the carbon footprint associated with the life cycle of
packaging. The majority of the literature only focuses on the environmental aspect, whereas the study
by Accorsi et al. (2014) assessed both the environmental as the economical impact of a food container.
They conclude in their study on reusable packaging systems for a regional catering company that the
reusable system was environmentally superior to the current singleuse system, however it led to in
creased costs. This aligns with the remark by Coelho et al. (2020) suggesting that the overall cost of
a reusable packaging system could be lower than that of singleuse packaging, although a variety of
factors influence the benefits. Accorsi et al. (2014) suggest further evaluation of packaging solutions
and distribution system configuration (e.g., materials, vehicle routing, delivery frequency, shape, and
dimensions of the packaging).

In conclusion, research on handling methods for the integration of reusable food containers is lacking.
No study has yet quantified the actual environmental and economical implications of different container
handling methods for the reuse of food containers in the meal delivery industry. Therefore, this paper
aims to fill the knowledge gap by analyzing different container handling methods by quantifying their
impact on the environment and economic profitability.
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Societal Relevance
Food packaging waste has become a major problem. Online meal delivery services account for the
largest share of plastic packaging waste. If online meal delivery platforms could include reusable food
container packaging in their services, it would have a large positive impact on the environment and
is therefore beneficial for society. Additionally, there is a need for online meal delivery platforms to
change to alternative food packaging than singleuse products since the European Parliament is ban
ning these items in the EU (European Parliament, 2019). Besides that, governments already started
to increase taxes on waste incineration. Discouraging the disposal of singleuse products. Thevenon
et al. (2015) underline this by stating that support for research on the replacement of singleuse plastics
is necessary to prevent and reduce plastic pollution.

Up to now, we cannot conclude that the implementation of reusable food containers on a market size of
an existing meal delivery network is profitable and sustainable. Since these concepts still need time to
grow, there is a need for simulation models analyzing different container handling methods to quantify
their impact on the environment and profitability. These analysis give actors (e.g., consumers, restau
rants, reusable food container startups, online food platforms) in the meal delivery market, relevant
insights into the environmental impact of reusable container systems. Besides that, the research aims
to provide information on the business case of such systems by estimating the effect on costs.

Furthermore, almost all current reusable food container initiatives rely on the customers motivation
to return the containers to a certain dropoff point. Other types of reusable container handling methods
could be more convenient, such as including the driver in the return logistics of the containers. These
concepts could have a higher chance of adoption among customers, which enlarges the societal im
pact. It is therefore important to investigate which factors are relevant for the adoption of reusable
containers. This knowledge, in combination with the expected costs and emissions, helps online meal
delivery platforms to understand the implications of the introduction of reusable food containers in their
business.

1.3. Research Objective and Deliverables
We aim to evaluate the environmental and economical performance of the introduction of reusable food
containers in the meal delivery industry. Additionally, we investigate the potential adoption success
of different reusable container handling methods. This results in better insights into the potential of
various reusable container handling methods on a large scale instead of relying on the performance
of the relatively small reusable container handling initiatives that currently exist. Thereby, we fill the
knowledge gap on the performance of reusable food container networks in both academic literature as
the industry.
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1.4. Research Questions
To ensure that this research works towards a single goal, a research question is formulated which will
be answered during this study:

What is the economical and environmental impact of integrating reusable food
containers in the meal delivery industry?

To be able to answer the the main research question, subquestions need to be answered. These
structure the research problem and show the relevant aspects of the evaluation study.

1. What are key factors for the adoption of reusable food containers by stakeholders in the
meal delivery industry

We take the following stakeholders into account: consumers, restaurants, drivers, and meal delivery
platforms. Examples of relevant factor for the adoption of reusable concepts are customer behavior,
return possibilities, and restocking policies.

2. What are container handling methods for the integration of reusable food containers in
the meal delivery industry?

The meal delivery industry is defined as a network of multiple restaurants, drivers, customers, and an
online meal delivery platform. Reusable food container systems provide the delivery of meals that are
packed in reusable food containers. Besides that, it includes the return logistics to the restaurants and
the process of washing to ensure that the food containers can be reused.

3. What key performance metrics quantify the environmental and economical impact of con
tainer handling methods for reusable food containers in the meal delivery industry?

Dominant factors in the economical quantification are, for example, the costs for restocking and pack
aging. The environmental quantification includes, among other things, the emissions that are caused
during the production, usage, and disposal of packaging. We will quantify the economical and envi
ronmental impact by the total extra costs and total carbon footprint of one meal order, for each of the
container handling methods for different scenarios, respectively.
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1.5. Methodology
To fulfill the research gap, we execute an evaluation study that consists of three consecutive research
phases: identify, define, and evaluate. The methodology framework can be seen in Figure 1.1. The
research phases can be seen in the rows. In each block, the research element is given. The bullet
points show the methodology used to gain information about the research element.

Figure 1.1: Methodology framework

Before executing the evaluation study, we gain an understanding of the existing research on logistics
concepts for reusable systems, key success factors for reuse, and methodologies that are able to mea
sure the environmental and economical performance of packaging systems. Based on this literature
study, a research gap is identified which is used as an input for the identification phase. The three
different research phases can be described as follows:

1. Identify: in the first phase of the evaluation study we explore and identify the conventional meal
delivery system and customer characteristics. Furthermore, casestudies among reusable pack
aging initiatives in the meal delivery industry are executed to gain insight in the innovative con
cepts that recently entered the market. Moreover, the scope for the economical and environmen
tal performance measurement is identified.

2. Define: in the second phase of the research study we define the system, container handling
methods, and parameters. Besides that, we define the performance metrics used to quantify the
economical and environmental consequences of different container handling methods in multiple
scenarios. The definition of these container handling methods are based on the casestudies in
the previous research phase. Further details are defined based on desk research. The container
handling methods together with a factor for customer return behavior and the defined emission
and cost factors, are used as an input for the numerical simulation study which is executed using
a Monte Carlo analysis.

3. Evaluate: the last phase of the study focuses on the evaluation of the simulation study results
which gives insight in the performance of the defined handling methods for the reuse of food
containers. We evaluate the container handling methods based on three categories of key per
formance indicators: the adoption success, emissions and cost.

Based on the analysis of the results, we draw conclusions and formulate recommendations for future
research and implementation.



2
Literature Review

Within this research, we aim to analyze different container handling methods for the integration of
reusable food containers in meal delivery services. The organization of reusable containers in meal
delivery broadly links to Green Supply Chain Management (GSCM) in the literature (Srivastava, 2007;
Wang et al., 2011; Cascini et al., 2014; Tseng et al., 2019; Bortolini et al., 2018). According to the com
prehensive literature review by Srivastava (2007), a distinction within GSCM can be made between two
types of sustainable initiatives: green design of products or green operations. This research focuses
on the latter while taking the available designs of reusable and disposable food container products into
account.

According to this background, the reminder of this literature review is organized as follows. First, litera
ture on recyclable and reusable systems in different industries are discussed in Section 2.1. Next, the
key factors for the adoption of reusable food container systems are described in Section 2.2. Further
more, techniques to evaluate the environmental and economical impact of systems are described in
Section 2.3.1 and Section 2.3.2. We conclude this literature review with the description of the research
gap in Section 2.4.

2.1. Reusable Packaging Systems
2.1.1. Success Factors of Reuse
We see two types of green developments in food container products: recyclable or reusable alterna
tives. Recycling food containers means turning the containers into raw materials which can be used
again. An advantage of recycling is that there is no need for standardized product shapes. A diverse
mixture of food containers consisting of similar material types can be recycled at once. Commonly
known is the recycling of paper, which is centrally organized and facilitated by municipalities. Addition
ally, private companies provide more recycled programs, such as Nespresso for their coffee capsules.
The aluminium material in the capsules is reused for the production of new capsules. This reduces the
mining and production of aluminium, which is responsible for 86% of the environmental footprint of the
capsules (Nespresso, 2021).

However, a large amount of energy is needed to transport, process, and reassemble recyclable materi
als (ClearanceSolutions, 2015). In the hierarchy of the circular economy a change from material recy
cling to product reuse is considered positive as more value is retained. Reuse of packaging therefore
represents a major opportunity to retain functionality of the material and product and achieve poten
tially large reductions in material use and environmental impact (Coelho et al., 2020). Porter and Van
Der Linde (1995, 2017) underline the competitive advantages by stating that investments in reusable
systems can lead to resource savings, waste elimination and productivity improving.

6



2.1. Reusable Packaging Systems 7

Several companies have discovered that the reuse of packaging can also be commercially rewarding
(Kroon and Vrijens, 1995). The more frequently reusable packaging can be used, the lower their cost
per use. Loop (2020), an online delivery service of food in reusable packaging shows that their contain
ers are viable for approximately 100 uses, so a $3 container would cost three cents per use. A plastic
disposable container costs anywhere from 5 to 20 euro cents a piece. Improving the quality of reusable
containers results in a longer lifespan which has a large positive impact on the cost and emissions per
use.

Besides the lifespan of the reusable packaging, Jacobsen (2015) proposes in his study four other main
drivers of profitability in packaging material reuse for companies. First of all, the number of avoided
costs of purchasing new packaging materials for singleuse packaging. Secondly, the firm’s ability to
reduce the cost of reverse transportation which is required for reuse. Additionally, the internal cost
of handling, sorting, and cleaning packaging materials is relevant. Lastly, the firm’s cost of disposing
nonreusable materials. However, to be successful in all these aspects, a sufficient logistics system
design and management is important. Meyer (1999); Rogers et al. (2012) underline the complexity of
reverse logistic processes. Many companies are unable to handle the complex networking necessary
to have an efficient reverse logistics process (Krumwiede and Sheu, 2002). It is therefore important to
gather knowledge on the performance of different logistics systems for reuse.

Additional to the costrelated aspects, the ”green” image has become an important marketing element
since customers increasingly expect companies to reduce their environmental footprint (Fleischmann
et al., 2001). Besides that, research by Barnes et al. (2011a) shows additional willingness to pay
for more sustainable packaging among consumers. Implementing sustainable packaging alternatives
could therefore also be beneficial for online delivery platforms since they address a target group of
sustainable customers. This results in a stronger position for competition on the market. However,
Mahmoudi and Parviziomran (2020) highlight that reuse strategies also have been criticized by deci
sion makers if there are not designed well since this could result in more required vehicles, added
packaging weight, reverse logistics cost, and extra energy to clean the packaging.

Designing systems for the reuse of packaging products is something which is done for many years
in different industries. However, these systems are not always sustained. Beer bottles have been suc
cessfully reused for several decades, due to high turnover rates, relative short transporting distances,
and welldesigned packaging systems (Mata and Costa, 1999). The key of this reuse success lays in
the standardization of the beer bottle design which fosters the handling of the products (Gaines, 2012).
Furthermore, due to standardization more actors within the network will use the same product resulting
in higher product quantities, which is beneficial due to the economy of scale. This effect is enhanced
by a growing sales market of the product. Resulting in advantages that arise due to the inverse rela
tionship between per unit fixed costs and the processed quantity (Corporate Finance Institute, 2018).
However, in the past decades, we have observed a trend away from standardized beer bottles since
the design became part of the marketing strategy of beer companies. For the same reason, soft drinks
and (spring) water distribution has shifted massively to disposable packaging products.

The trend of distinctive container designs can also be seen in takeaway packaging, with each restau
rant using its own (personalized) packaging products. The customized packaging cannot be used for
other restaurants in the network. This development makes it harder to benefit from the economy of
scale when reusing food containers. Resulting in higher costs for the restaurants compared to dispos
able food containers (Accorsi et al., 2020). Making the disposable container option more attractive.
This aligns with the findings by GonzálezTorre et al. (2004), showing that factors such as packaging
standardization level and the number of companies using the standardized packaging design, result
in different environmental impacts and reverse logistics policies in European bottling and packaging
companies. The economical and environmental tradeoff between disposable and reusable food con
tainers in the meal delivery industry has not been studied before in the literature yet. Simulating such
logistics concepts could prove the profitability and reduction of the environmental footprint, which is
relevant information for the adoption of reusable containers by meal delivery platforms.
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2.1.2. Logistic Approaches
A variety of possible design concepts for reusable container systems are proposed in literature (Kroon
and Vrijens, 1995; Lützbauer, 1993; Savaskan et al., 2004). The basis of the concepts come from a
study by Lützbauer (1993) in which three types of reusable packaging systems are proposed: switch
pool systems, systems with return logistics, and systems without return logistics. If applied to the meal
delivery industry, these types can be described as follows:

• Switch pool systems: A switch pool system specifically applies to delivery networks for individ
ual restaurants. Each participant (restaurant, driver, customer) has its own share of food con
tainers, for which the participant is responsible. Thus, cleaning, maintenance, and storage of
containers are the responsibility of each poolparticipant. A switchpool system can be designed
in two ways: senderrecipient or sendercarrierrecipient. In the former, the restaurant is respon
sible for managing the return flow of containers, while in the latter the driver is responsible for
managing the return flow to the restaurant. In this case, an ownership switch occurs at every
exchange of containers. When a filled food container is delivered to a customer, the customer
should give the restaurant/driver the same number of empty containers in return.

• Systems with return logistics: In this type of system, the food containers are owned by a
facilitating company. This organization is responsible for the return of containers after customers
emptied and rinsed it. Furthermore, the facilitating company makes sure that the food containers
are distributed over the restaurants after cleaning. This type of system applies to a delivery
network with multiple restaurants. In this system, the customer bundles empty containers and
stores them until a sufficient number of containers has accumulated for costeffective collection.
According to Hellström (2009), the logistics in this system could be designed based on a transfer
or depot principle. In the former, the restaurants are fully responsible to track, manage, clean,
and store the containers, while in the latter containers are maintained and stored in depots by the
facilitating company. Which is also responsible for the collection and return of empty containers
from the customers.

• Systems without return logistics: In this type of system, the food containers are all owned by
the facilitating company. The restaurant rents the containers from them. The restaurant is respon
sible for all activities related to the containers, such as logistics, cleaning, control, maintenance,
and storage. The restaurants return an amount of food containers to the company as soon as it
no longer needs it.

Based on these different types of logistics systems, the product flow between restaurants and cus
tomers can be designed. Especially, the differences in the transfer or depot principle suggested by
Hellström (2009) can have a large impact on the practical implication of the reusable system. In a
transfer system, restaurants are responsible for cleaning and storing food containers. This results
in transport distance in comparison with the depot principle, in which food containers are stored and
cleaned in a central depot by the facilitating company. Nevertheless, the cleaning quality can more
easily be guaranteed in a central depot than in a variety of restaurants. Mahmoudi and Parviziomran
(2020) suggest to include a quality check in these systems. It is more reliable to check the container
quality in a central location. Containers that meet the quality requirements are reused by restaurants.
Damaged containers are transferred to the repair department of the facilitating company where they
are repaired or disposed.

Which system a restaurant chooses depends on the type of goods, the quantities involved, and whether
the restaurant has a return logistic system (Kroon and Vrijens, 1995). Besides that, the attractiveness
of the offer by the facilitating company plays an important role. Furthermore, the scope of the system,
the willingness to invest (both from the restaurant side as the customer side), the storage space avail
able, the size of the restaurant’s organization, and the acceptance in the market, influence the decision
on the type of system. To the best of our knowledge, the majority of literature studies have considered
a supply chain with a single sender (restaurant) and a single recipient (customer), while in practice
mostly more complex supply chains are observed.
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Currently, restaurants depend heavily on online food ordering platforms, such as Thuisbezorgd.nl,
UberEats, and Deliveroo. The power of these networks has a major impact on the meal delivery in
dustry. Most restaurants are small companies for which an investment in reusable packaging has an
impact on their financial situation. Normally, individual restaurants do not take advantage of the scale
since their quantities are relatively low compared to the whole market. Collaborating with a facilitating
company that rents out reusable food containers is favorable. A driver network of online food platforms
in combination with reusable packaging systems could have an impactful and profitable potential. How
ever, evaluation studies on these logistic systems are lacking in literature so far.

2.2. Key Factors for the Adoption of Reusable Food Containers
Introducing systems for reusable food containers includes a wide variety of stakeholders which can be
seen in Figure 2.1. The government agencies determine the laws and regulation for packaging usage.
These stakeholders have a high level of power but are less interested in the specific implementation of
reusable food containers in the meal delivery industry. The online meal delivery platform, restaurants,
and customers are the most impactful stakeholders in the system. They have a high level of power and
interest in the development of reusable food containers. Furthermore, the introduction of reusable food
containers will lead to a system change for these stakeholders. Gaines (2012) highlight that institutional
constraints, consumer preferences, and behaviors must be considered before the best path forward
can be determined. We therefore investigate relevant factors for the adoption of a reusable container
from the perspective of each of these actors in this section.

Figure 2.1: Actor field reusable food container packaging in the meal delivery industry in Europe

2.2.1. Meal Delivery Platform Perspective
For meal platforms, the key main barrier identified in the literature is the increased logistic complexity,
requiring the reorganization of supply chains to ensure that food containers are available. Besides
that, the return rates and turnaround time to prepare the package for a new cycle affect the system
(Coelho et al., 2020). Deposits and refund systems induce customers to return food containers in good
condition and in a timely manner. For example, Tyme gave $1 off new purchases when customers
returned jars, which resulted in an 80% return rate (Tyme, 2020). Swapbox goes for another strategy
by giving the customer 14 days to return the food containers. If the customer still has the food container
after 14 days, their account is blocked and they pay a one euro late fee (SwapBox, 2021).
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Furthermore, the upfront investments in reusable food containers are noted as a barrier (Coelho et al.,
2020). Twede (1999) suggests that the capacity of the industry seeking for environmental friendly
packaging, providing storage space (for empty containers), labor and space (to sort containers), and
washing and repair, as themost important factor affecting the economic viability of these container types.
Simulating the economical impact of such an investment gives relevant insight into the profitability of
the concept of meal delivery platforms.

2.2.2. Restaurant Perspective
From a restaurant perspective, the operations management of reusable containers is one of the main
concerns of companies who are willing to adopt reusable containers for their own business (Mahmoudi
and Parviziomran, 2020). Next to cost and logistics complexity, product safety is an important concern
for both meal delivery services as restaurants. Jetten et al. (1999) conclude that reuse of plastic food
packaging does not significantly influence the food quality and safety. In further research, Jetten and
De (2002) found that the characteristics of the plastic did not change significantly after repeated wash
ing. However, for strongly flavored meals, the flavor may likely be carried over to the food packaging.
Using professional dishwasher machines helps to solve this problem.

One of the key barriers for restaurants is the additional space and hygiene requirements for the storage
of reusable food containers (Coelho et al., 2020). Furthermore, the more intensive usage of their dish
washers for food container cleaning may result in higher risks for maintenance and increased cleaning
costs. Thirdparty companies, or the meal delivery platform itself, could take that risk from the restau
rants’ hands by facilitating the storage, cleaning, and transport of the reusable food containers. Swap
Box, GoBox, and Sharepack are companies currently offering these services (SwapBox, 2021; GoBox,
2021; Bûmerang et al., 2021).

2.2.3. Customer Perspective
Whether a network for the reuse of food containers is successful or not depends strongly on adoption
rates by customers and restaurants. Research by GrimesCasey et al. (2007) showed that a reusable
packaging system will depend on the willingness to return by customers. They found that, although
refillable bottles seem to be more economical in the long run, the system can only be successful if the
consumer’s return rates are high. Consumers that dispose reusable bottles, or reduce their demand
in response to the return incentive, drive the costs up and force the whole system to use disposables
instead. It is therefore important to investigate how the customer market of the meal delivery indus
try looks like, which factors play an important role in customer decisions for the usage of reusable
packaging, and what motivates them to reuse (GrimesCasey et al., 2007). First, we describe the
customer characteristics of online meal delivery platforms. Secondly, we identify sociodemographic,
sociopsychological, and economic factors that are relevant for customer adoption.

Customer Characteristics
To gain a better understanding about the conventional meal delivery system and its customers, we
execute user research. First, we will look into the different customer groups using meal delivery ser
vices. According to Garcia (2018) meal delivery adoption is very much related to age. Research by
Zion et al. (2020) underline this by stating that 63% of U.S. people between 18 and 29 years old have
used a multirestaurant delivery website or app service in the past 90 days. Followed by 51% for people
between 30 and 44 years old, 29% for those between 45 and 60 years old, and just 14% for people
of 60 years old and over. We see a similar type of distribution in the user base of DoorDash, one of
the biggest online meal delivery platforms in the United States. People between 1834 account for the
largest order share of 42%, followed by people between 3554 accounting for 36%. People of 55 years
and older account for 22% of the meal orders at DoorDash (Bryan, 2021).

Research by Green (2016) splits up the younger category of people between 1834 years old. In
terestingly, the category of 1824 orders on average 1.02 times per week, while the group of people
between 2534 years old orders 1.22 times per week. People between 3544 order 0.81 times per
week, 4554 yearold people order 0.46 times per week, and people of 55 years and older order 0.23
times per week. From these studies, we learn that younger people are more used to ordering food at
online meal platforms, especially the group of people between 2534 years old.
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Besides the distinction of customer groups by age, we could categorize customers by their order fre
quency. Research by Gilsenan (2018) shows that among a group of 1,500 takeaway meal delivery
users in the U.K., 3% orders takeaway food every day or nearly every day, 13% orders 23 days a
week and 26% orders once a week, 20% orders once every 2 weeks, 23% orders once a month and
15% orders less than once a month. This is in line with research by Garcia (2018) stating that 31% of
the respondents ordered a meal for takeout or delivery from a restaurant once a week or more. 53%
of the respondents ordered twice a month or less. In conclusion, it seems that frequent users order
meals once a week or more, regular users once a month and infrequent users once in two months.

Sociodemographic Factors
An important adoption factor to consider is the willingness of reuse and recycling among different cus
tomer groups. Shen and Saijo (2008) state in their literature review that the relationship of environmen
tal concern with various social characteristics has been explored by several researchers. SPC (2020)
conclude that younger consumers have a higherWillingness to Pay (WTP) for recyclable products. This
aligns with the age effect suggested by Liere and Dunlap (1980), which states that younger people tend
to concern more about the environment than elders. According to Green (2016), millennial consumers
increasingly show a conscious engagement with the food industry, how food is produced, and the way
it is consumed. However, looking at general findings on sociodemographic, the results appear to be
inconsistent (Saphores et al., 2012). Variables such as, gender, age, income and education, are sta
tistically significant however their explanatory power tends to be small (Hornik et al., 1995). Therefore,
we cannot assign any characteristics about the willingness of reuse to specific the customer groups.
In general, irrespective of these sociodemographic factors, customers need to be highly motivated to
engage in recycling behavior (Roca i Puigvert et al., 2020).

Sociopsychological Factors
Sociopsychological determinants play an important role in the reuse and recycling behavior of cus
tomers. A study by Ajzen (1991) developed a framework for this analysis called ’Theory of Planned
Behavior’. The framework helps to understand the valueattitudebehavior link. Ajzen (1991) defined
that behavioral achievements depend on three factors: the attitude of individuals towards the behavior;
subjective norms that influence the intention to perform the activity; perceived ability to perform the
task. The stronger the values of collectivism, perceived social desirability, and pressure associated
with reuse and recycling, the more customers tend to recycle (Sorkun, 2018; Passafaro et al., 2019).
Certain individuals use the belief that the government is responsible for collective problems caused by
waste management to justify the inaction (Stern et al., 1985). Roca i Puigvert et al. (2020) conclude
that the behavior, attitudes, and intentions towards reuse and recycling depend highly on the perceived
convenience and efficacy of the new system as well as the values and subjective norms with which they
are associated.

Zhang et al. (2016) analyzed the behavior of recycling under the ’Theory of Planned Behavior’. The
study showed that when recycling facilities are so easily accessible that no additional effort is required
to return packaging for reuse, the percentage of people using reusable packaging would significantly
rise. This aligns with the results in Struk (2017) which showed that more people will separate and recy
cle waste if there is less distance to the waste collection site. According to Luyben and Bailey (1979),
making recycling more convenient in terms of effort and required resources have a positive impact on
the degree of recycling. Any perceived inconvenience could strongly influence and outweigh the atti
tudes about the longrun importance of recycling (Roca i Puigvert et al., 2020).

Furthermore, convenience affects the acceptance of reusable packaging systems by consumers (Coelho
et al., 2020). When you give a customer the choice between the most convenient option and the most
sustainable options, the convenient option wins (Devenyns, 2019). Return opportunities (e.g., instore,
pickup) play an important role in customer convenience. According to a study by Saphores et al.
(2006) the convenience and familiarity with recycling are important factors in waste management be
havior. People living more than five miles away from the nearest dropoff recycling center are less likely
to recycle. Familiarity with recycling concepts increases the willingness to recycle.
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An innovative company named Loop, built their business based on convenience by playing into the
consumer search for ease (Loop, 2020). Loop delivers everyday grocery products in reusable pack
aging to the customer in a reusable tote. When a product is used up, the customer puts it back into
the tote and schedules a free pickup, returns it to a pickup point, or schedules a pickup event with
their next delivery. According to Devenyns (2019) the idea of fusing reusability with convenience has
generated wide appeal. Loop (2020) reports a long waiting list for their services. This example shows
that the ease or convenience of a service plays an important role in the participation of customers in
networks with reusable food containers.

Furthermore, consumers are more likely to choose for a more environmentally friendly purchase if
consumers believe that their environmental purchase would make a positive impact on the environ
ment (Valor, 2008). Jain et al. (2013) conclude in their study that tallying environmental units (e.g., the
number of ”trees needed to offset emissions” of customer consumed energy) to be more effective in
cutting energy use than other information strategies, both short and longterm. As such, green market
ing is not just an environmental protection tool but also a successful marketing strategy (Yazdanifard
and Mercy, 2011). Research by Agatz et al. (2021) on time slot choice for food delivery shows that
green labels outperform price incentives leading to greater cost savings.

Providing correct information about the footprint of the packaging to the consumer is essential since
research shows that most consumers have misconceptions on sustainability in general. For example,
bioplastics are misinterpreted by consumers as being biodegradable in the environment, whereas most
of the biodegradable polymers can only be decomposed in industrial systems under controlled condi
tions (Boz et al., 2020). This aligns with the results in Steenis et al. (2017) that show consumer opinions
on sustainable packaging do not always align with the actual sustainability of a package determined in
the Life Cycle Assessment (LCA). Metal and plasticbased materials were not considered as environ
mentally advantageous, whereas paperbased packaging was perceived as environmentally friendly.
Coelho et al. (2020) suggest that consumers have limited understanding to distinguish and rate the im
pacts of packaging concepts. This highlights the importance of emphasizing the environmental impact
of reusable food containers compared to other food container types to the customer.

Economic Factors
According to Agatz et al. (2021), threequarters of the participants claimed willingness to pay up for
environmental friendly products. This aligns with results in Barnes et al. (2011b), which demonstrates
an increase in the consumer’s willingness to pay for more environmentally friendly food containers.
However, Coelho et al. (2020) suggest that for the general public, the ’feelgood factor’ of sustainable
packaging is not enough. Hence, a financial incentive may be important to change consumers to switch
to reusable packaging systems. van Birgelen et al. (2009) show that ecological packaging could create
brand switching, while taste and price characteristics must be fulfilled. Interestingly, several studies
based on field experiments show that listing environmental information can more effectively elicit con
servation behavior than offering nothing more than financial information.

Financial incentive programs such as cash for recyclables, lotteries, and prizes on recycling behav
ior could have a positive impact on the amount of recycled waste (Struk, 2017). The financial incentive
of lotteries is also introduced in the COVID19 vaccine strategy by governments worldwide. ”Vax and
you’re in Schumaker (2021)”. It results in higher turnout rates among a wider diversity of groups than
without this incentive. However, the encountered effect of economic incentives does not persist for
a long period. The effect disappears when the financial incentives are removed (Luyben and Bailey,
1979). Besides these incentive programs, deposit systems could be introduced in which the consumers
pays money for a certain product and receives a refund when returning the product. According to Roca i
Puigvert et al. (2020) the economic deposit system generally induces a negative reaction. Consumers
perceive it as a coercive rather than motivating system. They expressed that, due to the obligatory
nature of the economic deposit, they felt victimized. The system would force them to assume further
efforts and responsibilities. A deposit scheme could induce a reduced sens of environmental responsi
bility which would cause citizens to dispose of the rest of the waste improperly (Roca i Puigvert et al.,
2020).
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2.3. System Performance Metrics
To evaluate the environmental and economical performance of packaging systems, several assess
ment methods are used in literature. Most of these methods take the life cycle of the packaging product
as a basis of the assessment. This includes the production, transport, use, and disposal of the product.
Section 2.3.1 and Section 2.3.2 describe the existing literature on life cycle performancemeasurements
on both environmental as economical aspects.

2.3.1. Life Cycle Assessments
While it is intuitively plausible that reusable food containers are environmentally better than their single
use counterparts, a limited number of studies have yet quantified the actual environmental implications
of different takeaway food containers and how they perform compared with their reusable alternatives
(GallegoSchmid et al., 2019). Tsiliyannis (2005) showed that factors such as annual reuse frequency,
lifetime, maximum number of reuse trips, amount of packaging present in themarket, annual production,
reuse rate and consumer discard rate affect the environmental impact of reusable packaging systems.

An international standardized methodology used to quantify the environmental impact related to goods
and services is the Life Cycle Assessment (ISO 14040 ff) (European Commision, 2015). According to
MolinaBesch et al. (2019), the LCA appears to be a useful method for performing a complete analy
sis of the environmental impact of food packaging systems. However, methodologies to apply impact
assessments differ within literature. According to Accorsi et al. (2014), there is no evidence of a sin
gle best practice for assessment. Table 2.1 summarizes a selection of applied assessment methods
dealing with food packaging in literature. From this literature study, we can conclude that most of the
impact assessments are executed by using software.

Table 2.1: Overview of impact assessment methods applied in literature

Author and publication date Functional unit categories LCA Software tool

Arunan and Crawford (2021) Food packaging for the range of common PIQET Software: GHG emissions
cuisines delivered by OFDS

Amienyo and Azapagic (2016) Beer: glass bottles, aluminium cans, steel cans GaBi 4.3 LCA Software: CML 2001
GallegoSchmid et al. (2018) Plastic and glass reusable food containers GaBi 6.5 LCA Software: CML 2001
GallegoSchmid et al. (2019) Four most commonly used food containers Gabi 6.5 LCA Software: CML 2001
Accorsi et al. (2014) Singleuse and reusable crates for food catering Carbon footprint
Singh et al. (2006) Reusable plastic containers and displayready Energy consumption: solid waste

corrugated containers for the packaging of fresh production, carbon footprint
fruits and vegetables

Many packaging LCAs concentrate on the comparison of disposable packaging materials (Arunan and
Crawford, 2021; GallegoSchmid et al., 2019). Another frequently used topic in packaging LCAs is the
comparison between singleuse packaging and returnable packaging systems (GallegoSchmid et al.,
2018; Frauenhofer Institut, 1993; Accorsi et al., 2014). LCA findings by GallegoSchmid et al. (2018)
reveal that the glass container has 12%16% higher impacts than the reusable plastic container and
should have 1.33.5 times longer lifespan to equal the environmental footprint of the plastic containers.
In the last years, several authors have criticized LCAs on food packaging. They argue that the influence
of food waste and logistical efficiency should also be included (Silvenius et al., 2014).

Further research by GallegoSchmid et al. (2019) executes a LCA of the most commonly used take
away containers: aluminium, extruded polystyrene (EPS) and polypropylene (PP). EPS containers are
the best option among the three due to the lower material and electricity requirements in their manu
facture. The EPS is also the best option compared to reusable takeaway PP containers, unless these
are reused 339 times. These LCA findings show clearly that singleuse plastic containers are not nec
essarily the worst option for the environment. However, EPS containers are currently not recycled and
therefore cannot be considered a sustainable option. This example shows the need for the inclusion
of a LCA in the comparison of different packaging alternatives.
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2.3.2. Life Cycle Costing
Besides the environmental impact, we are interested in the costs of different reusable systems. Reusable
packaging can be a profitable investment or a costly mistake (Twede and Clarke, 2005). The overall
cost of a reusable packaging system could be lower than that of singleuse packaging, although a vari
ety of factors influence the benefits (Coelho et al., 2020). Several literature studies explored the factors
that effect the economic cost of reusable packaging. Mollenkopf et al. (2005) found that some factors
such as the size of reusable containers, average daily volume of the product to be transported, delivery
distance, cycle time, total number of units per container (pack quantity), and fluctuation in peak volume
can affect the costs of reusable containers. Accorsi et al. (2014) add to this, factors such as containers’
service life, washing rate, waste disposal treatment, as well as network geography. All these factors
have impact on the whole life cycle of the product.

Accorsi et al. (2020) concluded in their study on reusable plastic containers (RPC) for a regional cater
ing company that the reusable system was environmentally superior to the current singleuse system,
however it led to increased costs. An important note within this research is that the unpredictability and
influence of several parameters such as RPC lifespan, disposal treatment, and network distribution
profoundly affect both the environmental and economic analysis, potentially leading to different con
clusions (Accorsi et al., 2020). Hence, the need for further research on different network distributions
integrating reusable food containers in the meal delivery industry occurs.

A commonly used tool to measure the cost of products over its life cycle is called the Life Cycle Cost
(LCC) methodology. More specifically, the environmental LCC, since this methodology is based on the
same system boundaries and functional units as those of LCA, addressing the complete life cycle. In
general, the environmental LCC aims at comparing the life cycle costs of alternatives. According to
Hunkeler et al. (2008), the LCA and LCC analysis can be seen as complementary. Figure 2.2, shows
the connection of LCA elements to LCC elements. The cost elements that are directly derived from an
LCA are written in bold italics. The elements just written in italics can indirectly be derived from the life
cycle inventory data.

Figure 2.2: Connection of LCA elements with costs in LCC from Hunkeler et al. (2008)

How these factors effect the costs strongly depends on the design and management of the reusable
system. According to a study by Twede and Clarke (2005), the operational cost can become a chal
lenge if the logistics of containers are not well managed. Twede and Clarke (2005) showed that a strong
channel leader with costsaving incentives is required to manage the system. This entity should man
age and monitor the use of the equipment over the complete life cycle span. McKerrow (1996) adds
to this that the channel leader should have authority and responsibility. The quality and reconditioning
standards of the equipment should be the responsibility of the channel leader. Furthermore, the chan
nel leader should manage and control the collection process aiming to minimize cost and maximize
availability. It does so by minimizing the collection process operations of empty containers, maximizing
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the containers’ utilization, and satisfying the requirements and preferences of restaurants (McKerrow,
1996).

Inefficient allocation and ineffective tracking increase the number of containers needed in a system,
and thus, the total cost of the system (Twede and Clarke, 2005). Mollenkopf et al. (2005) showed that
reusable containers are more economically justifiable if larger containers are involved and the average
daily volume of products to be transported is high, while singleuse containers are more economically
practical when delivery distance, cycle time, pack quantity and/or fluctuations in peak volume increase.
Twede and Clarke (2005) found that the following supply chain factors favor reusable packaging sys
tems: short supply chain (in time); short shipping distance or network for repositioning; efficient sorting,
cleaning, and tracking systems; industry consortia for standardization.

2.4. Research Gap
From our literature review, we can conclude that there is a large potential for reusable systems to have
a positive effect on the profitability and sustainability of a company. However, the literature shows
that most companies are unable to handle the complex networking necessary for an efficient reusable
system. Additionally, if the reusable system is not designed well, it could require more vehicles, added
packaging weight, reverse logistics cost, and extra energy to clean the packaging. Therefore, it is impor
tant to gain knowledge on the design and performance of multiple logistics system concepts. However,
the economical and environmental tradeoff between disposable and reusable food containers in the
meal delivery industry has not been studied before in literature.

Currently, research on reusable packaging systems mainly focuses on supply chains with a facilitat
ing company that manages the reusable packaging system on behalf of a group of restaurants. While
in practice, restaurants depend heavily on online meal delivery platforms. A driver network of online
food platforms in combination with reusable packaging systems could have an impactful and profitable
potential. However, evaluation studies on these logistic systems are lacking in the literature so far.

Furthermore, this literature review discussed the key factors for the adoption of reusable food con
tainers. The most important factor for the customer is the convenience of product. Especially, the
return action for reuse of the product is important. In the case of restaurants, the guarantee of product
safety and enough storage space is relevant. Online meal delivery platforms aim for high profitability
of their business. Sustainability is becoming more important for customers, introducing reusable food
containers could lead to competition advantages in the highly competitive meal delivery industry. The
adoption factors for each of the stakeholders are taken into account to determine the success factors
for different reusable container handling methods. This has not been done in the literature before.

In addition, this literature review examined different methods for environmental and economical per
formance. The ’Life Cycle Assessment’ (LCA) is an international standardized method to measure
the environmental impact of packaging products. The scope of this assessment forms the base for the
’Life Cycle Costing’ (LCC) methodology, which expresses the economical cost of the packaging system.
The LCA by GallegoSchmid et al. (2018) is used as a base for the environmental impact of reusable,
and disposable food containers. Furthermore, cost elements from LCC’s in the literature could be a
useful starting point for the economical assessment.



3
System Identification

In this section, we explore and identify the conventional meal delivery system. In addition, we perform
case studies among eleven reusable food container initiatives in Section 3.1. Furthermore, we identify
the steps for reuse in a conventional meal delivery system in Section 3.1.3. Additionally, the system
boundaries for economical and environmental performance measurement are identified in Section 3.2.

3.1. Meal Delivery Systems
To understand the container handling methods for reusable food containers, we identify the stakehold
ers, process steps, and user characteristics in the conventional meal delivery system in Section 3.1.1.
In addition, we identify innovative food container handling concepts for reuse in Section 3.1.2. More
over, we identify in Section 3.1.3 possible process steps in reusable meal delivery systems.

3.1.1. Conventional System
As can be seen in Figure 3.1 there exist four different stakeholder groups in the process of meal delivery.
The following steps can be distinguished in the conventional process of meal delivery:

1. The customer places an order at the online food delivery platform.
2. The online meal delivery platform assigns the order to the selected restaurant. Besides that, the

order is assigned to a driver.
3. The restaurant prepares the meal and packs it in a disposable food container.
4. The driver receives the order from the restaurant and delivers it to the customer.
5. After consumption the customer disposes the singleuse container.

Besides these steps for delivery, the online meal delivery platform works closely together with the
connected restaurants to promote and providemenu options to the customers. Furthermore, customers
and restaurants could provide comments and feedback to the online meal delivery platform.

Figure 3.1: Functions and process steps associated to a reusable network for meal delivery

16
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3.1.2. Reusable Container Handling Innovations
With the increase of takeaway food orders, the number of companies providing reusable transit pack
aging has been growing (Coelho et al., 2020). Desk result on reusable container handling initiatives
result in the companies listed in Table 3.1.

All these initiatives have a common goal: creating a network for reusable food packaging. However,
they differ in their size and market approach. For example, ReCircle (2019) is currently one of the
biggest operators among these examples. The company has over more than 250 restaurants con
nected to their reusable food container network in Switzerland. Deliverzero (2021) integrated their
reusable food container service with its own online meal delivery platform. While most other initiatives
depend on existing online delivery platforms and just focus on facilitating reusable food containers to
restaurants and its customers.

Furthermore, the concepts differ in their supply chain network designs. The design of these networks
can be divided into three categories: forward logistics, reverse logistics, and recycling logistics. An
overview of the different logistic components per reusable concept is given in Table 3.1. The different
concepts within these categories can be explained as follows:

• Forward logistics. This type of logistics refers to the process of consumption of reusable food
containers. This can either be done by purchasing the food container physically at the restaurant
or by ordering food online and having the food delivered in a reusable food container. Deliverzero
(2021) focuses on the online meal delivery market and therefore mostly provides their containers
in combination with the delivery of an order made at restaurants connected to their platform.
While EcoBox (2021a); Returnr (2021); Tiffin (2021) mostly focus on the takeaway market in
which customers buy their food in reusable food containers physically at the restaurants.

• Reverse logistics. After the customer used the food containers, there are different options for
the return of the containers. Deliverzero (2021); Bûmerang et al. (2021) enable the customer to
return their food containers at the next order to the driver. Most other concepts facilitate the return
of containers to the restaurant connected to the network. Additionally, GoBox (2021); Bûmerang
et al. (2021); SwapBox (2021) use retail locations like supermarkets as drop points for food con
tainers. Shared Packaging (2020) even offers a transport service, apart from the driver, that picks
up food containers from the customers.

• Recycling logistics. Most concepts explicitly ask customers to rinse food containers at their
homes. A difference in recycling logistics can be seen in the cleaning location. Deliverzero
(2021); ReCircle (2019); Returnr (2021); Tiffin (2021) arranged that the restaurants clean the
containers themselves at their washing facilities. Initiatives such as Bûmerang (2021); EcoBox
(2021b); GoBox (2021); Ozarka (2021); Bûmerang et al. (2021); Shared Packaging (2020); Swap
Box (2021) created special washing facilities.

Table 3.1: Overview of reusable takeaway food container concepts and their supply chain network design. The listening of
initiatives are just examples and do not cover the totality of reusable food container initiatives.

Forward logistics Reverse logistics Recycling logistics

Recycling initiatives
Customer receives
the food container
at the restaurant.

Deliverer delivers
ordered food
container at the
customer.

Customer returns
the food container
to any restaurant
connected to the
reusable network.

Customer returns
the food container
to a drop site e.g.
retail location.

Deliverer collects
the used
container from the
customer at the
next order.

Deliverer collects
the used
container at the
customer by
appointment.

The container is
cleaned by the
restaurant

The container is
cleaned at a
cleaning facility

Deliverzero x x x x
Bûmerang x x x x
EcoBox x x x
GoBox x x x x x
Ozarka x x x x x
reCircle x x x x
Returnr x x x
Shared packaging x x x
Sharepack x x x x x
Tiffin x x x
SwapBox x x x x x
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From the industry, we can see some first concepts that are trying to collaborate with large online plat
forms. For example, customers at Takeaway, UberEats or Deliveroo are able to order their food in a
SwapBox if the restaurant is connected to the network of SwapBox (2021). However, this currently
depends heavily on the customer knowledge of the concept since the opportunity to order food in a
SwapBox is not mentioned at the platforms’ websites. A customer should include their special wish
for meal delivery in a SwapBox in the ’Notes to the restaurant’. This is not userfriendly. Furthermore,
besides Deliverzero (2021), all initiatives depend on the customers’ willingness to return since the cus
tomer has to return their containers to a dropoff point or any restaurant in the system.

3.1.3. Reusable System
To facilitate reusable food containers, several extra process steps are required. These steps are illus
trated in black arrows in Figure 3.2. We shortly discuss each of these steps in this section. We further
define the different container handling methods in Section 4.2.

The online meal delivery platform owns the containers and distributes them over the restaurants. The
platform keeps track of the inventory levels of reusable containers at restaurants and is also responsi
ble for the restock of containers. The restaurant provides reusable food containers to their customers.
The following steps can be distinguished in the process of meal delivery including reusable containers:

1. The customer orders a meal in a reusable food container at the online meal delivery platform.
2. After the usual steps for the delivery are executed, the steps for reuse are added to the process.

A system could consist of either one of these options or a combination.

(a) The customer returns the reusable food container itself, to any restaurant providing reusable
containers.

(b) A driver picks the reusable food container up at the next meal order of the customer. Next, the
driver returns the reusable food container to any restaurant providing reusable containers.

3. The restaurant cleans the returned reusable food containers. After which they are ready to be
used again.

Figure 3.2: Function and process steps associated to a reusable network for meal delivery
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3.2. System Boundaries
In this section, we identify the boundaries of the system for our environmental and economical assess
ment. Based on these, we define a functional unit.

Food packaging serves the following functions: product protection, product use, product promotion,
and facilitation of recycling (Arunan and Crawford, 2021). Specifically for meal delivery services, sig
nificant negative environmental effects have been suggested to occur from food packaging production
and waste generation (Yi et al., 2017; Song et al., 2018). Not surprisingly, the environmental impact
of packaging is frequently studied within the literature (Accorsi et al., 2020). The environmental impact
of polypropylene (PP) single use containers has been studied by GallegoSchmid et al. (2019). The
impact of reusable PP containers has been assessed in a previous study by the same authors Gallego
Schmid et al. (2018). We use these studies as a basis for our environmental assessment.

A commonly used methodology to determine the environmental impact of packaging is called the Life
Cycle Assessment (LCA). Several studies (GallegoSchmid et al., 2018, 2019; Accorsi et al., 2020) ex
ecuted LCAs on current food containers to evaluate the carbon footprint associated with the life cycle of
the packaging. As described in Section 2.3.2, the Life Cycle Cost assessment uses the same system
scope as the LCA. In this paper, we focus on the LCA of reusable and disposable food containers.
Therefore, we distinguish two different life cycles. One for singleuse food containers and another for
reusable food containers (Figure 3.3).

Figure 3.3: Scope of the LCA. On the left side: singleuse packaging life cycle. On the right side: reusable packaging life cycle

The text boxes marked in blue in Figure 3.3 are included in the LCC and LCA. The energy and raw
material flows are visualized with orange and blue arrows. The yellow arrow shows the emission flow.
The following system barriers are taken into account for the LCA and LCC:

• Because food containers are used for a wide variety of meals, it is hard to estimate and include
the food waste in the LCA. Therefore, we analyze the impact of a packaging system instead of
including an analysis on food products.

• The scope of the LCA includes activities associated with the production, usage, and disposal of
food containers. The usage of singleuse containers is considered to not have any impact since
the packaging is disposed after usage. For reusable food containers, cleaning is considered.

• We exclude the delivery to the customer since this is similar for both food container types.
• We consider refill and restock events for both the LCA as the LCC.
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Functional Unit
The functional unit considered is defined as the production and disposal of a food container storing a
meal for one person. An average food container contains 670 ml according to fieldwork and information
provided by manufacturers (GallegoSchmid et al., 2019). The three mostly used takeaway containers
are: aluminium, extruded polystyrene (EPS), and polypropylene (PP) containers (Marsh and Bugusu,
2007). Cardboard and paper food containers are less commonly used for ’wet’ food (e.g., served with
a sauce). These types are therefore not included in the study. EPS and aluminum containers cannot
be cleaned in the dishwasher.

According to Plastic Packaging Facts (2019), PP is the most used material for food containers. This
aligns with our multicase study, in which polypropylene is the mostly used material for reusable food
containers (Table B.1). Additionally, GallegoSchmid et al. (2018) showed that out of the 40 bestselling
food saver brands considered, 90% of the food savers are made of polypropylene. The big advantage
of PP is that it has one of the lowest densities among commodity plastics, and this results in money
savings due to their low handling weight for manufacturers. On top of that, the high temperature resis
tance makes PP particularly applicable for food containment (Hisham A. Maddah, 2016). Customers
that are environmentally conscious could reuse the PP containers. However, to make singleuse PP
containers comparable to reusable food containers, we assume that the PP containers are disposed
after their usage in case of singleusage. Often a silicone rubber is used as part of the lid to ensure tight
closure. We therefore consider polypropylene and silicone rubber as a functional unit of the reusable
food containers.



4
System Definition

Based on the identification of the meal delivery system and its potential for reuse in Section 3, we
define a system for further evaluation of reusable container handling methods. In Section 4.1 we first
describe our system, after which we define in Section 4.2 the different container handling methods
we will consider. In Section 4.3 we derive the parameters of our model. In Section 4.4 we define the
performance metrics used to evaluate the system.

4.1. System Description
In this section, we will define our system and simulation model. In Section 4.1.1, we explain the different
elements of the system. Next, we define the restock and refill events used to redistribute containers
over the restaurant nodes that reuse in Section 4.1.2. At last, in Section 4.1.3 we describe the different
input and output factors of the system.

4.1.1. System Elements
The system is described by a graph on which drivers move to transport food containers from one node
to the other. In this section, we define each of the system elements. We first introduce the graph, after
which we define the food containers and drivers, and their dynamics.

Graph
The meal delivery network for a single service region is represented by a complete graph G = (N,E),
whereN is a set of nodes and E is the set of edges connecting nodes in N . Each node is connected to
every other node by undirected edges. The node and edge characteristics can be described as follows:

• Nodes: the set of nodes consists of two subsets: the subset of restaurants (NR), and the subsets
of customers (NC) for which holds: N = NR ∪NC . For these two subsets, the following holds:

– Restaurant Nodes: Take nR as the number of restaurants (|NR|) in the meal delivery sys
tem. Two types of restaurants are distinguished, (i) restaurants offering reusable containers,
denoted by set NR

r , and (ii) restaurants without reusable containers, denoted by set NR
nr.

Reusing restaurant nodes have the possibility to deliver meal orders in reusable food con
tainers and disposable food containers, whereas nonreusing restaurant nodes will only use
disposable food containers to deliver their meals. Note that a reusing restaurant will only use
reusable food containers if the ordering customer demands its meal in a reusable food con
tainer. Otherwise, the reusing restaurant will use a disposable to deliver the ordered food.
Let α be the ratio of the restaurants offering reusable containers among all restaurants in
the system; i.e., α =

|NR
r |

nR
.

Let us define the average number of orders ordered at a restaurant per day asORDER_FREQ
_REST. We assume no difference in restaurant popularity, the ORDER_FREQ_REST is
equal and constant for all restaurants. For each order, a restaurant is randomly sampled

21
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from the set of all restaurants with equal probability per restaurant, i.e., we assume a uni
form sampling distribution. Note that this implies that the choice of a restaurant does not
depend on whether or not a customer wants its food delivered in a reusable package. The
customer preference for food container type is only taken into account after restaurant sam
pling.

We define a minimum required stock of reusable food containers per reusing restaurant.
If the stock is below this level, it will trigger an action to fill its stock. The minimum required
stock level of each restaurant is defined as MIN_PACK_LEVEL.

Take pinit as the initial number of reusable containers each reusable restaurant has in stock
at time zero.

– Customer Nodes: Take nc as the number of customers (|NC |) in the meal delivery system.
Two types of restaurants are distinguished (i) customers that demand for reusable contain
ers, denoted by set NC

r , and (ii) customers that demand for nonreusable food containers,
denoted by set NC

nr.

Per time step, the customer that places an order is randomly sampled from a distribution
based on orderfrequency data obtained from ’Takeaway.com’ (see Section 4.5.2). The
restaurant at which this order is placed is uniformly sampled from the set of restaurants (NR).

Each customer node starts the simulation with zero containers in stock. Over time, the
customer can develop a stock of multiple containers.

Reusing customer nodes always choose for reusable food containers if the restaurant of
fers these. Whereas the nonreusable customers always demand their orders in disposable
food containers. Let β be the ratio of the customers that demand for reusable food contain
ers among all customers in the system; i.e., β =

|NC
r |

nC
.

A customer can be allowed to return a reusable food container to a reusable restaurant by it
self. The return behavior of a customer is defined by: the number of days after which the cus
tomer will start to return a food container is defined as CUST_RETURN_PACK_THRES; af
ter this number of days, the chance of return is given by CUST_RETURN_PACK_CHANCE.
The restaurant to which the customer returns its reusable food container is sampled uniformly
from NR

r .

The total number of nodes of the graph is given by n = nR + nC . There is no geographical dis
tance included in the system, i.e., we do not consider the nodes to have a specific location.

• Edges: The set of edges is denoted by E. We assume all nodes to be connected to each other,
i.e., our graph is fully connected. As we do not consider any location information for the nodes,
the edges do not have travel time characteristics. In our discrete simulations, we will assume that
every edge can be traveled to in one time step.

Food Containers
Food containers function as packaging for the meals that are ordered by customers and produced by
restaurants. The food container characteristics are described as follows:

• A reusable food container can only be used a fixed number of times before it is discarded. The
maximum number of uses is defined as the parameter: LIFESPAN.

• The container size is standardized. There is one type of disposable food container and one type
of reusable food container.

Drivers
The number of drivers is defined as d. Drivers move on the graph to fulfill the transport of orders from
restaurant nodes to customer nodes. The routes are assumed to be given. Besides that, drivers can
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play a role in the return logistics of reusable food containers to the reusable restaurant nodes. The
characteristics of the drivers can be described as follows:

• All drivers move in sync. A time step is defined as one delivery trip of a driver. Each time step
every driver moves from a restaurant node to a customer and back to a restaurant.

• The average number of trips a driver can execute in one day is defined as the TRIP_FREQ_DRIVER.
• The driver has the possibility to store reusable food containers. The maximum number of con
tainers a driver can take in storage is defined as the MAX_PACK_CAP.

Overview of System Elements
In this Section we give an overview of all system elements. Table 4.1 shows for each system element
the related parameters. More details on these parameters are given in Section 4.3.

Table 4.1: Overview of the system parameter per system element.

System Element Parameter Name Parameter Description

Restaurant Node nr Number of restaurant nodes
α Percentage of restaurant nodes that reuse
ORDER_FREQ_REST The average order frequency at each restaurant node
MIN_PACK_LEVEL Minimal required reusable containers in stock at

restaurant nodes
pinit The initial number of reusable containers in stock at

reusable restaurant nodes at start of the simulation

Customer Node nc Number of customer nodes
β Percentage of customer nodes that reuses
CUST_RETURN_PACK_THRES Threshold value for the number of days after which

order receiving from which there is a chance of
container returnment by the customer

CUST_RETURN_PACK_CHANCE Chance of a reusable customer for returning its used
food container to any reusable restaurant in the system

Food Containers LIFESPAN The number of uses for which the reusable food
container is expected to work properly

Drivers d Number of drivers in the system
MAX_PACK_CAP Maximum storage capacity of reusable food containers

for each driver
TRIP_FREQ_DRIVER Average number of trips per day per driver
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4.1.2. Container Redistribution Methods
In general, a redistribution action is triggered when the number of reusable food containers in stock at
any reusable restaurant node gets below the required stock level. We reconfigure the reusable food
containers by redistributing them over all reusable restaurant nodes (restock event), and if necessary
by adding new packages to all reusable restaurant nodes (refill event). Both are wellknown stock
management actions. However, it is important to clarify the two actions specific for our simulation in
this section.

Restock Event
The left side of Figure 4.1 shows a potential situation of the system in which the reusable container
stock at the reusable restaurant nodes has become skewed. In this time step where a restock event is
triggered, we sum the reusable container stocks from all reusable restaurant nodes and divide these
over all reusable restaurant nodes. This can be seen in the right graph of Figure 4.1. The costs and
emissions for a restock activity are further defined in Section 4.4.

Figure 4.1: Restock event. Left side: situation that triggers a restock event. Middle: sum of container stocks of all reusable
restaurants. Right side: situation after restock event

Refill Event
It could be that the total number of reusable food containers in stock of restaurants is too small to reach
the minimal required stock level after a restock event. This is shown in the left graph in Figure 4.2.
In this case, a refill of reusable containers at reusable restaurant nodes is required. In the time step
where this occurs, we refill the stock of reusable containers at each reusable restaurant to the level of
pinit. The costs and emissions for a refill event are further defined in Section 4.4.

Figure 4.2: Refill event. Left side: situation in which the stock levels after restock are not enough to reach the required stock
level. Right side: the stock levels are refilled with reusable container to equal the initial level of reusable containers at each

reusable restaurant node.
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4.1.3. System Inputoutput
Now that we have defined the system elements and the redistribution actions, let us look at the in and
outputs of the system. An abstraction of the system can be seen in Figure 4.3. We will explain each of
the elements in this section.

Figure 4.3: Inputoutput model of the system

The factors in this system, which can be described as follows:

• External input: These input factors are assumed to be given and fixed. There are two types of
external input factors which play a role in the system depending on the container handling method
(see Section 4.2). These external input factors can be described as follows:

– Routing. Is defined as the route that each driver takes to pick up an order from a restaurant
and deliver these to a customer.

– Intrinsic customer return behavior. The willingness of customers to return reusable food
containers to restaurants is defined by the number of days (CUST_RETURN_PACK_THRES)
after order receivement after which there is a chance (CUST_RETURN_PACK_CHANCE)
that the customer returns their food container to any reusable restaurant in the system.

• Control input: These are the input factors by which we can control the system. There are three
types of control input factors which play a role in the system regarding the container handling
method (see Section 4.2) The factors can be described as follows:

– Container redistribution. As explained in Section 4.1.2, there are two methods for the
redistribution of reusable food containers over the reusable restaurant nodes. The minimal
number of reusable containers in stock (MIN_PACK_LEVEL), triggers these redistribution
events. Varying this value results in different system dynamics.

– Driver storage policy. A driver has the possibility to take a number of reusable food con
tainers in storage (MAX_PACK_CAP) and to return these containers to reusable restaurant
nodes. Dependent on the number of reusable containers at a customer and the driver’s free
storage capacity, the driver takes a number of reusable food containers in storage. The
driver dropping control rule is defined as: the driver can only return reusable containers to
a reusable restaurant node if the next order that he picks up at this restaurant is an order in
a reusable food container.

– Incentives for customer return behavior. Customer return behavior could be influenced
by different customer incentives such as: deposit systems, discount on the next purchase,
or dropoff points that are closer to the customer. These could impact the number of days
(CUST_RETURN_PACK_THRES) after order receivement from which there is a chance
(CUST_RETURN_PACK_CHANCE) that the customer returns their food container to any
reusable restaurant in the system.

• Output: We assume that our system is fully measurable, i.e., we can measure the trips, the num
ber of food containers, customers, restaurants and drivers, etc. Based on these measurements,
we calculate two performance metrics, which are the outputs of the system:

– Costs. The economical performance of the system is defined as the cost of the food con
tainer (per use) and the redistribution events in euros.

– Emissions. The environmental performance of the system is defined as the emissions of
the food containers (per use) and redistribution events, in kg CO2 equivalent.
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4.2. Container Handling Methods
Based on the literature review and the multicase study, we define the container handling methods
for our evaluation study. To define our methods, we will look from perspective of the customer and
distinguish three types of handling methods. We explain each method based on the control factors that
impact the system dynamics, which were introduced in Section 4.1.3. Furthermore, an example of a
potential network configuration is explained for each handling method to show the potential transport
flows in the system. We focus on a situation in which all customer nodes and restaurant nodes reuse. In
general, remember that the meal delivery routes for drivers are assumed as given. We do not influence
or change anything about the routing of the drivers.

4.2.1. Active
In a meal delivery system where we use the active container handling method, only customers actively
return the reusable food container(s) to any restaurant connected to the reusable food container net
work.

Figure 4.4, shows a conceptualization of the system. We assume that the delivery operations be
tween restaurants and customers are organized efficiently. As we let the customers actively return
their reusable food containers, we need to control the incentives for customer return behavior inputs.
For example, the introduction of deposits or fines for too late returnment of reusable food containers. In
our system, these kinds of incentives can impact the CUST_RETURN_PACK_THRES i.e., the number
of days after which their is a CUST_RETURN_PACK_CHANCE that the customer returns its reusable
food container.

Figure 4.4: System abstraction regarding the active container handling method

Example Network Configuration
Figure 4.5 shows an example of the network situation in which an active container handling method
is applied. The driver starts at restaurant one (red node) and serves customer one (blue node). The
driver returns to restaurant one to pick up a new order for customer two. After delivery, the driver goes
to restaurant two to pick up an order for customer three. The customer returns the food container to
any restaurant in the system that provides reusable containers. In this example, customers one, two,
and three return their containers to a random restaurant.

Figure 4.5: Active handling method for reusable food containers
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As one can see, in the active case, we cannot control to which restaurant a reusable food container
is returned, as the customer randomly selects a restaurant. Therefore, we expect to have variation in
the restaurant stocks. Furthermore, we cannot control from which reusable restaurant a food container
is taken, as the routes of the drivers are assumed to be given. Thereby, the reusable food container
stocks are uncontrollable.

4.2.2. Passive
In a reusable system with passive container handling, the driver has a storage capacity in which con
tainers from the customer can be stored. The driver checks at each delivery if the customer has any
containers in stock. If the driver has enough free space in his own storage, he takes the container with
him. The driver only drops the container at a reusable restaurant if the order that he picks up at that
restaurant is an order in a reusable food container.

In Figure 4.6 we can see that the route of the driver is again given. The customer is not included in the
return logistics of the reusable food containers and therefore excluded from the factors that influence
the system dynamics. The only control input in the passive system is the driver storage policy,

Figure 4.6: System abstraction regarding the passive container handling method

Network Configuration Example
We assume the system is in a steady state, such that each customer has one reusable container in
stock. The driver flow can be described as follows: the driver starts at restaurant node one where he
receives the order for customer one in a reusable food container. After the delivery of the order at
customer node one, the driver receives a used reusable food container from the customer. The driver
returns it to restaurant node one where picks up the next order for customer node two, and so on. The
routing of the driver remains the same as in the active approach. However, the customer could remain
passive since he/she does not have to return the container to any reusable restaurant itself.

Figure 4.7: Passive handling method for reusable food containers
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4.2.3. Hybrid
The hybrid handling method combines the active and passive handling methods. A customer could
return the container to any reusable restaurant in the system or the driver picks up a used container
from the customer.

The factors that impact the system dynamics are also a combination of the factors for the active han
dling method and passive method. Note that in comparison with the passive handling method, the
hybrid handling method includes the partly uncontrollable return of the customers.

Figure 4.8: System abstraction regarding the hybrid container handling method

Network Configuration Example
In Figure 4.9, we see that both the driver as the customer has the possibility to return reusable food
containers to reusable restaurants.

Figure 4.9: Hybrid handling method for reusable food containers
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4.3. Parameters
In this section, we derive the parameters used in the simulation model. First, the constant parameters
are described in Section 4.3.1. Next, the variable parameters are described in section 4.3.2. Lastly,
different combinations of variable parameters, called scenarios, investigated in the numerical simulation
study are introduced in Section 4.3.3.

4.3.1. Constant
The constant parameters have the same value for each simulation. They can be described as follows:

• LIFESPAN: Lifespan of reusable food containers. The lifespan of the containers differs among
companies within the case study from Section 3.1.2. We choose a conservative value of 200
uses as the lifespan of the reusable food containers in this system. In Section 5.3, we analyze
the sensitivity of this parameter.

• nr and nc: Total number of restaurant nodes and customer nodes in the system. Since meal
delivery platforms have their main business in cities, we take a customer/restaurant ratio which
is similar to large cities. According to CBS (2020), there are 10 restaurants per 1000 inhabitants
in urban areas such as Amsterdam. Since an online meal delivery platform has a greater range,
and the computation time increases when we increase the number of customers, we assume a
total of 500 customer nodes and 10 restaurant nodes.

• MAX_PACK_CAP:Maximum food container storage capacity of the driver. We choose a conser
vative amount of one food container since the bags used for delivery are relatively small.

• ORDER_FREQ_REST: Average order frequency per restaurant per day. The average order fre
quency is based on data from ”Takeaway.com”. According to their annual year report 2020, there
were 12,000 restaurants connected to their network. Approximately 49 million orders were placed
at these restaurants in one year (Just Eat Takeaway, 2021). We therefore assume twelve orders
per day at each restaurant node in our system.

• MIN_PACK_LEVEL:Minimal number of reusable containers in stock reusable restaurants. Since
we expect on average 12 orders at each restaurant per day and assume that each refill/restock
event takes one day, we define this variable as twelve.

• TRIP_FREQ_DRIVER: Average number of trips per day per driver. We assume that each driver
works six hours a day and is able to execute two deliveries per hour. We define this variable as
twelve.

• CUST_RETURN_PACK_THRES: Number of days after which there is a chance that the cus
tomer returns its reusable food container. We assume three days as the intrinsic customer return
behavior. In Section 5.3, we analyze the sensitivity of this parameter.

• CUST_RETURN_PACK_CHANCE:Chance that a customer returns its food container after CUST
_RETURN_PACK_THRES. We assume that three days after order receiving, there is each day,
5% chance that the customer brings back its container to any reusable restaurant in the system.
In Section 5.3, we analyze the sensitivity of this parameter.

4.3.2. Variables
Variable parameters differ for each scenario but hold the same value for that scenario. They are defined
as follows:

• α and β: Since reusable food container systems are not widely applied in the meal delivery
industry, we do not have any information about the percentage of customers and restaurants
that reuse (α and β). We therefore differ the percentages of reusable customers and restaurants
resulting in scenarios (see Section 4.3.3).

• d: Number of drivers. The number of drivers differs by the number of restaurants in the system
(nr). Besides that, the order frequency (ORDER_FREQ_REST) and the trip frequency of a driver
per day (TRIP_FREQ_DRIVER) has an impact on the required number of drivers. The number
of drivers in the system is determined by Equation 4.1.

d =
nr ∗ORDER_FREQ_REST

TRIP_FREQ_DRIV ER
(4.1)
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• pinit: Initial number of food containers. The number of food containers that is in stock at the
beginning of the simulation differs by the number of reusable restaurants (NR

r ) and customers
(NC

r ). Besides that, other variables related to container stock such as the number of drivers (d)
and minimal required level of food containers in stock (MIN_PACK_LEVEL) play a role. This
results in Equation 4.2.

pinit =
NC

r + d

(NR
r )

+MIN_PACK_LEV EL+ d+ 1 (4.2)

4.3.3. Scenarios
To understand the system dynamics of each of the container handlingmethods, we differ the percentage
of reusable customer and restaurant nodes for each scenario. At the start, we select which nodes in
the system will demand or provide reusable food containers. This selection remains constant over the
simulation time. The following scenarios are defined:

Table 4.2: Scenario overview

Scenario
Percentage of customers
that reuses [%]

Percentage of restaurants
that reuses [%]

1 100 100
2.1 100 40
2.2 100 20
3.1 50 100
3.2 25 100
4.1 50 40
4.2 25 20
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4.4. Performance Metrics
In this section, we define the environmental and economical cost factors and their assumptions. First,
we look at the different aspects that impact the environmental assessment of food containers and
redistribution events in Section 4.4.1. Based on this assessment, we define in Section 4.4.1 the en
vironmental performance measure. Next, we look at the different aspects that impact the economical
performance in Section 4.4.3. Based on this assessment, we define in Section 4.4.4 the economical
performance measure.

4.4.1. Environmental Assessment
In this section, we define the different environmental factors that impact the environmental cost of a
singleuse food container and a reusable food container. Besides that, we quantify the environmental
impact of food container redistribution. The functional unit considered is defined as the production and
disposal of a food container storing a meal for one person. The environmental performance of different
processes in the life cycle of a food container are discussed below.

Production
Both the PP singleuse container as the PP reusable container are mostly produced in China Suwan
manee et al. (2013). Therefore the Chinese electricity grid mix has been used as the energy source
for the production of the containers. Based on primary production data from a major producer of these
containers, GallegoSchmid et al. (2019) found that the extrusion and thermoforming cost in the case of
singleuse PP containers 170 joules. In the case of reusable food containers, these production stages
cost 764 joules.

Transport
The transport of raw materials is also included in the LCA by GallegoSchmid et al. (2019). After
production, the containers are shipped from China to Europe by a transoceanic tanker. Next, the
containers are shipped to Munich, the central geographical location of Europe. From this point, the
containers are shipped to retailers. Lastly, transport for waste treatment is considered. A distance
of 50 kilometers to the landfilling facilities is assumed and 100 kilometers to an incineration/recycling
site. All in all, these transport steps take 700 kg*km for singleuse PP containers and 3109 kg*km for
reusable food containers. The difference lays in the weight differences between the container types.
Singleuse containers weigh 31.5 grams and reusable containers 132.8 grams (GallegoSchmid et al.,
2019).

Use
The usage of singleuse PP containers is considered to not have any impact. Since the packaging
is disposed after usage. In the case of reusable food containers, cleaning is considered. To ensure
the product quality, we assume that the containers are cleaned in a dishwasher machine. This takes
approximately 58 joules.

Endoflife Waste Management
The waste generated can be handled by different methodologies. According to Eurostat (2018), the
PP packaging treatment methods are as follows within the EU27: 42% recycling, 40% landfilling, 12%
backfilling and 6% incineration. Recycling is defined as the recovery of products by which materials
are reprocessed which could be used again (Eurostat, 2014). Landfill is the deposit of waste into or
onto land (Eurostat, 2013). This type of waste treatment is most harmful to the environment. EU rules
therefore aim to limit the amount of waste sent to landfill. Backfilling contains a recovery operation in
which suitable waste is used for reclamation purposes in excavated areas (Eurostat, 2019). Another
methodology is to incinerate waste to extract energy. Different scenarios could be introduced to sim
ulate the effect of different waste treatment strategies in the future. Currently, we assume, based on
GallegoSchmid et al. (2019), that 11% of the waste is recycled, 44% incinerated and 45% landfilled.
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According to Harnoto (2013); GallegoSchmid et al. (2018) reusable PP containers can, on average, be
reused 43 times before dispose. However, the usage behavior has a strong impact on the containers’
life cycle. The same impact can be seen in the beer industry. According to Van Doorsselaer and Lox
(1999), the breakage rate of glass bottles has a large impact on the justification of reusable packag
ing. If the breakage rate remains below 5%, using reusable glass bottles can be environmentally and
economically justifiable.

Table 4.3: Life cycle inventory data for singleuse and

Life Cycle Stage
Polypropylene
singleuse
container

Polypropylene
reusable
container

Raw materials [g]
Polypropylene 32 133
Silicone  9

Production [J]
Extrusion: electricity 58 258
Thermoforming: electricity 113 506

Transport [kg*km] 700 3109
Use [J]  58
Endoflife waste management [g]

Recycling: plastics 3 14
Incineration: plastics 14 58
Landfilling: plastics 14 69

The environmental impacts have been calculated by GallegoSchmid et al. (2019), following the CML
2001 (Althaus et al., 2010). An overview of all input data can be seen in Table 4.3. Since this research
mainly focuses on the global warming potential (GWP) of the products, we express the environmental
footprint in g CO2 equivalent. The GWP for singleuse and reusable food containers can be seen in
Table 4.4. We apply the concept of ’transition point’ to define where the system of reusable containers
starts to perform better than the singleuse containers (Ligthart and Foundation, 2007). It can be seen
that the reusable PP containers should be used at least 5 times to balance out the GWP of single
use PP containers. Another factor that should be included in the environmental assessment are the
emissions caused by reusable food container cleaning. Based on the study by GallegoSchmid et al.
(2019), we assume that 12 gCO2 equivalent is emitted due to cleaning. This is defined as the parameter
EMISSION_CLEANING.

Table 4.4: Environmental impact of a singleuse container and reusable container made of PP.

Impact
Polypropylene
singleuse
container

Polypropylene
reusable
container

GWP (g CO2 eq.) 151 673
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From the environmental assessment, we conclude that 151 g CO2 equivalent is caused by the produc
tion and disposal of singleuse food containers. Which is defined as the environmental factor EMIS
SION_DISPOSABLE. Furthermore, we conclude that the emissions caused by the production, usage,
and disposable of a reusable food container is 673 g CO2 equivalent. Which is defined as the envi
ronmental factor EMISSION_REUSABLE. Since a reusable food container can be used multiple times,
we should use the emissions per use, based on its expected lifespan, as measure. The emission for a
reusable food container per use is shown in Equation 4.3

EMISSION_REUSABLE_USE =
EMISSION_REUSE

LIFESPAN
+ EMISSION_CLEANING (4.3)

We will only take the emissions per use into account, i.e. we only measure the effective usage emis
sions. Note that, in total their will be more food containers in the system. However, it is not reasonable
to count for the emissions of unused goods in advance. Following the line of thought of depreciation
of goods, the emissions should only be counted relative to the decrease of value, the number of future
usages, of a reusable food container.

Container Redistribution
Container redistribution is performed by a Light Electrical Vehicle (LEV). We assume that the LEV is
similar to the LOADSTER (Citkar, 2021). For the quantification of the environmental performance, we
also look at the emissions emitted during the lifecycle. According to Hall and Lutsey (2018), the life
cycle emission of an electric vehicle in the European Union equals 125 g CO2 equivalent per kilometer.
According to Zhou et al. (2020), the average travel distance to a restaurant in an urban area equals 2.5
kilometers (AVG_DIST_REST). The TRANSPORT_DISTANCE is defined in Equation 4.4.

TRANSPORT_DISTANCE = AV G_DIST_REST ∗ (NR
r + 1) (4.4)

The required kWh per restock is defined in Equation 4.5.

KWH_PER_RESTOCK = TRANSPORT_DISTANCE ∗KWH_PER_KM (4.5)

According to Eurostat (2020), the emissions per kWh in the European Union are equal to 275 g CO2

equivalent (EMISSION_KWH).

4.4.2. Environmental Performance Measure
Based on the environmental assessment, we include the following emission factors in our system:

• RELATIV_EMISSION_USE is defined as emissions caused by the production, usage, and dis
posal of a reusable food container relative to the emissions of a disposable food container. The
emissions caused by a reusable food container are described by Equation 4.3. The relative emis
sions are derived from Equation 4.6.

RELATIV _EMISSION_USE = EMISSION_REUSE − EMISSION_DISP (4.6)

• TOTAL_EMISSION_RESTOCK is defined as the total emission caused by transport for the redis
tribution of reusable containers. Equation 4.7 shows the formula used to derive the redistribution
emissions. The emissions for a restock event are equal to the emissions caused by a refill event.

TOTAL_EMISSION_RESTOCK = KWH_PER_RESTOCK ∗ EMISSION_KWH
(4.7)
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4.4.3. Economical Assessment
The economical assessment focuses on the same aspects as the LCA: packaging and redistribution
transport. First, we discuss the container cost. Next, we define which factors play a role in the deter
mination of the redistribution cost.

Container Costs
Based on a comparative commodity research for reusable and disposable containers, we estimated
the cost for each container in euros. For each container category, we took three different offered
products and compared the prices with each other. An overview of the cost per container can be seen
in Table B.2. Based on this comparative commodity research, we define COST_REUSABLE as e1.92,
and COST_DISPOSABLE as e0.05.

Redistribution Costs
The cost for redistribution consists of labor cost and transport cost. We first define the labor cost.
According to Picnic (2021), the salary of a driver is equal to e10.69 per hour. We assume that the
handling time per restaurant equals 10 minutes (HANDLING_TIME_PER_RESTAURANT). The total
handling time can be derived from Equation 4.8.

TOTAL_HANDLING_TIME = HANDLING_TIME_PER_RESTAURANT ∗ (NR
r ) (4.8)

The labor costs are derived from Equation 4.9.

LABOR_COST = LABOR_PER_HOUR ∗ TOTAL_LABOR_TIME (4.9)

According to Citkar (2021), the cost for fuel and vehicle investment per kilometer equals e0.36 per
kilometer. The transport distance for redistribution can be derived from Equation 4.4. The total transport
cost can be derived from Equation 4.10.

TRANSPORT_COST = TRANSPORT_DISTANCE ∗ COST_PER_KM (4.10)

4.4.4. Economical Performance Measure
Based on the environmental assessment in Section 4.4.3, we include the following emission factors in
our system:

• RELATIV_COST_PER_USE cost of a reusable food container relative to the cost of a disposable
food container. The parameter value can be derived from Equation 4.11.

RELATIV _COST_PER_USE =
COST_REUSABLE

LIFESPAN
− COST_DISPOSABLE (4.11)

It is important to notice that we do not add the fixed investment cost per food container to the total
cost. We include this investment cost in the RELATIV_COST_PER_USE as the depreciation
cost. We assume that the value of the reusable food containers remains the same over time.
The online meal delivery platform can always receive their investment costs when selling these
reusable food containers. Therefore, it does not impact the system performance.

• TOTAL_COST_PER_RESTOCK is defined as the transportation cost for redistribution events
(refill or restock). The parameter value can be derived from Equation 4.12.

TOTAL_COST_PER_RESTOCK = LABOR_COST + TRANSPORT_COST (4.12)
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4.5. Simulation
We use a numerical simulation study to investigate the economical and environmental performance
of the container handling methods in Section 4.2. First, we define in Section 4.5.1 the algorithms used
to implement the system dynamics, after which we describe the customer sampling methodology in
Section 4.5.2.

4.5.1. Algorithms
The simulation model is written in Python, the code can be seen in GITHUB  reusable_food_container
_network. A detailed explanation can be found in the README file. The algorithms explained in this
section are a simplification of the simulation model. We present the algorithms per handling method.
The functions used in the algorithms are explained after the description of the algorithms.

Algorithm Passive Handling Method
Algorithm 1: RUN Passive Approach
1 while t ≤ T do
2 for each Driver in Drivers do
3 SAMPLE_RESTAURANT();
4 SAMPLE_CUSTOMER(t);
5 if Sampled_Restaurant uses reusable packages and Sampled_Customer uses

reusable packages then
6 DROP_PACKAGES_AT(Driver, Sampled_Restaurant, Stored_Packages_Driver);
7 TAKE_PACKAGES_FROM(Driver, Sampled_Restaurant, 1);
8 DROP_PACKAGES_AT(Driver, Sampled_Customer, 1);
9 if Stored_Packages_Customer > 0 at t− 1 then
10 TAKE_PACKAGES_FROM(Driver, Sampled_Customer,

Stored_Packages_Customer);
11 if t = T then
12 SAMPLE_RESTAURANT();
13 DROP_PACKAGES_AT(Driver, Sampled_Restaurant, Stored_Packages_Driver);

14 if CHECK_NEED_FOR_REFILL() then
15 REFILL()

https://github.com/cvanhooff/reusable_food_container_network
https://github.com/cvanhooff/reusable_food_container_network
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Algorithm Active Handling Method
Algorithm 2: RUN Active Approach
1 while t ≤ T do
2 for each Driver in Drivers do
3 SAMPLE_RESTAURANT();
4 SAMPLE_CUSTOMER(t);
5 if Sampled_Restaurant uses reusable packages and Sampled_Customer uses

reusable packages then
6 TAKE_PACKAGES_FROM(Driver, Sampled_Restaurant, 1);
7 DROP_PACKAGES_AT(Driver, Sampled_Customer, 1);

8 for each Reusing_Cust_Node in Reusing_Cust_Nodes do
9 if Stored_Packages_Customer > 0 at t− 1 and

RAND_UNI() > CUST_RETURN_CHANCE then
10 SAMPLE_RESTAURANT();
11 MOVE_PACKAGES_FROM(Reusing_Cust_Nodes, Sampled_Restaurant,

Stored_Packages_Customer);

12 if CHECK_NEED_FOR_REFILL() then
13 REFILL()

Algorithm Hybrid Handling Method
Algorithm 3: RUN Hybrid Approach
1 while t ≤ T do
2 for each Driver in Drivers do
3 SAMPLE_RESTAURANT();
4 SAMPLE_CUSTOMER(t);
5 if Sampled_Restaurant uses reusable packages and Sampled_Customer uses

reusable packages then
6 DROP_PACKAGES_AT(Driver, Sampled_Restaurant, Stored_Packages_Driver);
7 TAKE_PACKAGES_FROM(Driver, Sampled_Restaurant, 1);
8 DROP_PACKAGES_AT(Driver, Sampled_Customer, 1);
9 if Stored_Packages_Customer > 0 at t− 1 then
10 TAKE_PACKAGES_FROM(Driver, Sampled_Customer,

Stored_Packages_Customer);
11 if t = T then
12 SAMPLE_RESTAURANT();
13 DROP_PACKAGES_AT(Driver, Sampled_Restaurant, Stored_Packages_Driver);

14 for each Reusing_Cust_Node in Reusing_Cust_Nodes do
15 if Stored_Packages_Customer > 0 at t− 1 and

RAND_UNI() > CUST_RETURN_CHANCE then
16 SAMPLE_RESTAURANT();
17 MOVE_PACKAGES_FROM(Reusing_Cust_Nodes, Sampled_Restaurant,

Stored_Packages_Customer);

18 if CHECK_NEED_FOR_REFILL() then
19 REFILL()
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Explanation of the functions:

• SAMPLE_RESTAURANT(): sample one restaurant node from the set of restaurant nodes with
equal probability per element, i.e., using a uniform distribution. The sampled restaurant is as
signed to the Sampled_Restaurant variable. A specific restaurant node can be sampled multiple
times per time step, i.e., we sample with replacement.

• SAMPLE_CUSTOMER(t): sample one customer from the set of customer nodes using the order
frequency distribution based on ”Takeaway.com” data (see Section 4.5.2). The sampled customer
is assigned to the Sampled_Customer variable. A customer node can only be sampled once per
time step, i.e., we sample without replacement. This implies that a customer can only order once
per time step.

• DROP_PACKAGES_AT(Driver, Node, Number of Packages): The ’Driver’ object drops ’Number
of Packages’ amount of reusable food containers from its storage at ’node’.

• TAKE_PACKAGES_FROM(Driver, Node, 1): The ’Driver’ object takes one reusable food con
tainer (meal order) from ’Node’.

• CHECK_NEED_FOR_REFILL(): check for each reusable restaurant if its stock level of reusable
food containers is below MIN_PACK_LEVEL.

• REFILL(): A refill action is performed. All reusable food containers at the restaurant nodes are
equally distributed over the reusable restaurant nodes. If the number of reusable food containers
at any of the reusable restaurant nodes is still below the MIN_PACK_LEVEL we refill the number
of containers at all reusable restaurant nodes to the initial number of reusable food containers in
the system pinit.

• MOVE_PACK_FROM(FromNode, ToNode, Number of Packages): ’Number of Packages’ amount
of reusable food container in storage at ’From Node’ is moved to ’To Node’.
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4.5.2. Customer Sampling
We use anonymized, real world data about the order frequencies of customers ordering via ’Take
away.com’ in Amsterdam, to determine the order frequency of customers. To do so, we first derive a
density function from the order data (left side of Figure 4.10). From the data we can see that more
than a halve of 110,200 customers orders once in 199 days. The most ’loyal customer’ orders over 130
times in 199 days.

From the probability density function, we derive a cumulative distribution function (right side of Figure
4.10. On the yaxis, we define the probability of the order frequencies. For each customer node, we
sample a random number from a uniform distribution in which the probability of each number is equal.
Next, we compare this random number to the cumulative customer share values. This results in an or
der frequency. This methodology of generating samples from a probability distribution is called inverse
transform sampling (Burch, 2012). We determine the probability that a node is served by normalizing
the order frequency of each node to the total sampled order frequency.

Figure 4.10: Order frequency meals customer ’Takeaway.com’. Left: Probability density function. Right: Cumulative
distribution function



5
System Evaluation

In this chapter, we evaluate the different container handling methods using the results from our simu
lation study, which we defined in Chapter 4. First, we verify and validate the results of our simulation
model in Section 5.1 and Section 5.2. Secondly, we analyze the experimental simulation results re
garding the economical and environmental performance in Section 5.4. Last, we evaluate the adoption
success of the different container handling concepts for each of the stakeholders in Section 5.5.

5.1. Model Verification
In this section, we verify that our simulation model is constructed properly, i.e., that the container han
dling methods and performance metrics are correctly implemented in our simulation study. We formu
late our expectations and verify these with simulation results.

5.1.1. Container Dynamics
Redistribution of Containers
We expect the total number of containers to remain stable over time if no refill event occurs. In case of
a refill event, the total number of containers in the system increases in one timestep.

Figure 5.4 shows a time series graph in which refills are executed. The total number of reusable
food containers in the time series graph is shown as a horizontal dotted line. Redistribution events
are shown by a dotted vertical line. The dotted horizontal line shows an increase of reusable food
containers in the system in case of a refill event.

Container Stocks
Figure 5.5 shows a time series in which the customer stock level (blue line), the total restaurant stock
level (green line), and the driver stock level (yellow line) can be seen. We expect that a decrease of
food container stock at restaurants results in an increase of the customer or driver stock.

The time series in Figure 5.5 show results that align with our expectations. When the restaurant stock
level (green line) decreases, the customer stock level (blue line) and the driver stock level (yellow line)
increase.

39
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5.1.2. Performance Measures
Economical Measures
In general, redistribution actions are approximately 1,000 times more expensive than the relative cost
of one reusable food container. Since the exact redistribution costs depend on the length of the redistri
bution trip, the exact costs per restock differ per scenario, as the number of reusing restaurants differs
per scenario. The high distribution costs are mainly due to the high labor costs. When the economical
impact of a redistribution action is high, we expect container handling methods that require redistribu
tion actions to result in higher total cost than the one with less redistribution actions.

The box plot in Figure 5.1a shows the number of redistribution events, Figure 5.1b shows costs and
emissions per container handling method. Since the number of reusable container usages is equal for
each of the container handling methods, the blue dotted line shows the cost/emission for these food
container usages. The additional cost and emissions shown above the blue line are the result of redistri
bution events. From these figures, we see that the active handling method requires more redistribution
events and is therefore more expensive. Since the total redistribution costs for scenario 1 are equal to
e42, and approximately 60 redistribution events are required for the active handling method, we expect
an increase in cost of approximately e2500 compared to a situation in which there are no redistribution
events. The results align with the difference between the cost savings of the passive container handling
method (e2500), and the cost savings of the active container handling method which are equal to zero.
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Figure 5.1: Results scenario 1. The blue dotted line shows the cost/emission for these food container usages. The additional
cost and emissions shown above the blue line are the result of redistribution events.

5.1.3. Environmental Measure
The usage of each reusable container saves 0.136 kg CO2 equivalent. Each kilometer driven by the
Light Electrical Vehicle emits 0.125 kg CO2 equivalent. Since the number of uses in each of the con
tainer handling methods is the same in scenario 1, we expect redistribution events to cause differences
in the emission savings per container handling method. For scenario one, the redistribution emissions
equal 3.3 kg CO2 equivalent. Because there are approximately 60 redistribution events required in
the active container handling method. We expect a difference of 200 kg CO2 equivalent in the emis
sion savings between the passive container handling method and the active container handling method.

The box plot in Figure 5.1b shows the total emission per container handling method. The results align
with the difference between the savings in emissions of the passive container handling method (8140
kg CO2 equivalent), and the cost savings of the active container handling method (7945 kg CO2 equiv
alent).
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5.2. Model Validations
In this section, we validate the observed system behavior by our expectations. First, we evaluate the
system dynamics for each of the container handling methods over time in Section 5.2.1. Secondly,
we validate the existence of a warmup period and steady state in Section 5.2.2. In Section 5.2.3 we
conclude our validation study.

5.2.1. Behavior Prediction Handling Methods
We validate the results of the simulation model by evaluating the system dynamics over time. We first
define our expectation and validate this with the time series graph. We only choose to evaluate sce
narios 1 (all customers reuse, all restaurants reuse) and 4 (some customers reuse, some restaurants
reuse), which were defined in Section 4.3.3, as both include the extreme behavior in the model. If the
time series show the correct behavior for these situations, we expect the simulations to behave properly
for the other scenarios. Furthermore, we validate the existence of a warmup and steady state period
of the system behavior.

Stock Level Behavior Scenario 1
We expect the following stock dynamics in scenario 1 for each of the container handling methods:

• Passive: In case of the passive container handling method, the stocks of reusable customers
and drivers (both of size 1) need to be filled. As soon as all reusable customers have been served,
all stock levels remain stable. Since from that moment, each time a driver serves a node, we will
guarantee that the driver drops its stored food container, takes a food container from the same
restaurant, and drops the food container at a customer where the driver picks up a used reusable
food container from the customer. Finally, the system will become completely stable. Since we
sample each time step randomly which customer to serve, we expect the system to move expo
nentially to the steady state. Because the chance of sampling a customer which does not have a
food container yet in the start is much larger than when customers already have a food container
at home.

• Hybrid: In the hybrid method, we have the same dynamics as for the passive method. How
ever, since we allow customers to return their food container to a reusable restaurant (which is
randomly sampled), we cannot guarantee the stability that we could guarantee for the passive
method. The returning of the food containers by the customers can be seen as a disturbance in
our system. Moreover, we cannot control this disturbance since on top of the direct disturbance of
the customer, the random returnment of the customer also impacts the action of the driver. In the
passive case, we guarantee (after convergence) that if a driver picks a reusable food container
from a restaurant, it also drops one. Because we cannot guarantee that a delivery action to a
reusable customer (after convergence) always results in the event in which a driver can take the
used reusable container from a customer. We cannot guarantee anymore that a driver always
drops a food container at a restaurant if he will pick one.

The only thing we can do is hope that among all reusable restaurants, the stocks level out over
time. We cannot control anything as for all uncontrollable systems in reality we will always reach
instability. In this case, a stock level lower than the desired stock level is expected. Therefore,
we assume the food container stock levels to converge nicely to fixed levels, but keep oscillating
and at some point trigger a redistribution event.

Note that however, we still control one thing: the number of food containers at a customer never
becomes larger than one. Since a driver will always take the food container if its available. There
fore, we guarantee that only restock are necessary. In other words, the total stock level at restau
rants is enough to restock all restaurants.
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• Active: For the active method, the system has become completely uncontrollable. The cus
tomers return their food containers to a random restaurant at a random time. Both the possible
accumulation of food containers at customers as the accumulation of food containers at restau
rants, will result in skewed and overall lower stock levels at restaurants, due to the random choice
of return location. This triggers much more restocks than for the other two handling methods. On
top of that, due to the possible accumulation of food containers at customers, we expect that
refills need to occur. Therefore, the total food containers in the system increase.

The validation of each of the container handling methods for scenario 1 can be described as follows:

• Passive: The simulation results in Figure 5.2 align with our expectation. After a relative short
period of time, the stock levels of customers and restaurants converge to a steady state system.
At that time step, all customers have 1 container in stock since the total customer stock equals
500 reusable food containers and the total number of customers equals 500 as well.

Figure 5.2: Time Series Graph Scenario 1 Passive container handling method

• Hybrid: The simulation results in Figure 5.3 align with our expectation. As expected, in contrast
to the passive handling method, the hybrid method does require restock events after convergence
due to the random food container returnment by customers.

Figure 5.3: Time Series Graph Scenario 1 Hybrid container handling method
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• Active: The simulation results in Figure 5.4 align with our expectation. The total number of
reusable containers in the stock of customers increases significantly in the warmup phase of
approximately 40 days. This is due to the fact that there is a number of days after which there is
chance of 5% that the customer returns its food container. Furthermore, the customer returns its
reusable food container to a randomly picked reusable restaurant. Therefore, we observe even
more restock events for the active approach then for the hybrid approach.

Figure 5.4: Time Series Graph Scenario 1 Active container handling method

Stock Level Behavior Scenario 4.2
In scenario 4.2, 25% of the customers reuses and 20% of the restaurants reuses. We expect the
following stock dynamics for each of the container handling methods:

• Passive: We expect the same type of behavior as in scenario 1: a straight line after the warm
up phase in which each customer eventually has one container in stock. From that moment,
the driver always brings a container to a node and receives one to take with him. The stock
level will reach a steady state. The number of orders in the system depends on the average
order frequency at restaurants. This is a fixed number for each restaurant. Because there are
only two reusable restaurants instead of 10 reusable restaurants as in scenario 1, we expect
a longer warmup phase. Two reusable restaurant nodes result in fewer orders and therefore
driver movement in the system. It takes more time steps before each customer has one reusable
container at home.

• Hybrid: Since there are only two reusable restaurants in the system, the chance of returning a
container to a reusable restaurant which is in need of a reusable container is greater than for
scenario 1 in which there are more options for return among the ten reusable restaurants. We
therefore expect less redistribution events than in scenario one. The possibility of reusable food
container returnment by the driver makes sure that enough reusable food containers remain in
the stock of the reusable restaurants.

• Active: We expect a refill event in the warmup phase to overcome the fact that their is a chance
of container returnment by the customer three days after the order receivement. We expect less
variety in the stock levels of the two reusable restaurants than in scenario 1 where there are ten
reusable restaurants.
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The validation of each of the container handling methods for scenario 4.2 can be described as follows:

• Passive: The simulation results in the time series graph in Figure 5.5 align with our expectation.
The system behavior reaches a steady state after all customers have one reusable container in
stock. The warmup period is indeed longer than in scenario 1 due to fewer reusable restaurants
and therefore fewer orders per timestep.

Figure 5.5: Time Series Graph Scenario 4.2 Passive container handling method

• Hybrid: The simulation results in Figure 5.6 show the system behavior that we expect. The stock
levels of the reusable restaurants differ but not as much as in scenario 1.

Figure 5.6: Time Series Graph Scenario 4.2 Hybrid container handling method

• Active: The simulation results in Figure 5.7 reflects the system behavior as we expected. A
refill event occurs in the warmup phase to overcome the fact that there is a chance of container
returnment by the customer three days after the order receivement. After the warmup period, the
system remains relatively stable due to the fact that there is less variation in stock levels when
there are only two reusable restaurants in the system.
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Figure 5.7: Time Series Graph Scenario 4.2 Active container handling method

5.2.2. Behavior Prediction Warmup Period vs. Steady State
Since the simulation starts with all reusable food containers in stock of reusable restaurant nodes, we
expect a warmup phase in which all reusable customers receive an order. The stock levels of reusable
customer nodes increases. The stock levels of reusable restaurant nodes will decrease. When all
reusable customer nodes have at least one container in stock, we expect the system to become in
a steady state. We expect the behavior of the system to differ between the warmup period and the
steady state. We therefore exclude the warmup period from the system performance measurements.

To validate our expectation, we use the time series graphs of scenario 1 and scenario 3.1 (50% of
the customers reuse, 100% of the restaurants reuse). Because, we expect the warmup period to only
depend on the number of customers.

• Passive: The stock levels of customers and restaurants converge to a steady state when all
customers have one container in stock. This behavior can be seen in Figure 5.2 and in Figure 5.8
below. We conclude that there is a different system behavior in the warmup period compared to
the steady state.

Figure 5.8: Time Series Graph Scenario 3.1 Passive container handling method

• Hybrid: We see an increase of containers in stock by customers in the warmup period. This
is mainly due to the fact that it takes three days before there is a chance of reusable container
return by reusable customers. Eventually, this results in a steady state. The system behavior can
be seen in Figure 5.3 and in Figure 5.9. We conclude that there is a different system behavior in
the warmup period compared to the steady state. Moreover, in contrast to the passive handling
method, the steady state dynamics show still oscillations in stock levels.
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Figure 5.9: Time Series Graph Scenario 3.1 Hybrid container handling method

• Active: The active container handling method requires multiple refill events in the warmup period
of the simulation. Since the customers only start to return the food containers after some time,
and with some chance, it will take longer to reach the steady state of the system. The fact that
driver returnment is excluded contributes to this. The system behavior can be seen in Figure 5.4
and in Figure 5.10. After high peaks in food containers at the customer, we observe a relatively
stable behavior of the system. However, this behavior is still much more unstable than for the
passive and hybrid methods. Nonetheless, we will speak of a warmup period and a steady state
of the system, as the dynamics clearly differ.

Figure 5.10: Time Series Graph Scenario 3.1 Active container handling method

The validation of the warmup period for each of the scenarios and handling methods provides us with
relevant information on the period for a pilot project. A short pilot period implies that the system will
behave as in the warmup period. As shown in this Section, this system behavior in the warmup period
is not representative for the steadystate performance of the system. We therefore advise to initialize
a pilot project for a time span longer than the warmup period.

5.2.3. Conclusion
All in all, the validation of the dynamics over time and the warmup period shows that the system
behaves as we expect it to be. We therefore conclude that the simulation study is a good representation
of the different handling methods for reusable food containers in the meal delivery industry as defined
in Section 4.2. Furthermore, the validation of a warmup period and steady state prove our assumption
to evaluate the system performance in the steadystate.
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5.3. Sensitivity Analysis
In the sensitivity analysis, we investigate the influence of model parameters on model outcomes in a
systematic way. We choose to analyze the sensitivity of the CUSTOMER_RETURN_CHANCE, CUS
TOMER_RETURN_THRES and the LIFESPAN.

5.3.1. Customer Return Parameters
TheCUSTOMER_RETURN_CHANCEandCUSTOMER_RETURN_THRESparameters determine the
customer return action. The variation of CUSTOMER_RETURN_THRESand/or CUSTOMER_RETURN
_CHANCE does not have impact on the number of redistribution events for the passive handlingmethod
since customers are not allowed to return containers. For the hybrid container handling method, we ex
pect that decreasing the CUSTOMER_RETURN_THRES, and increasing the CUSTOMER_RETURN
_CHANCE results in a less controllable system, since customers return their food containers randomly,
drivers cannot control the return action as they did for the passive handling method. The hybrid system
becomes similar to a system with an active container handling method. For such a system, we expect
the following system behavior:

• The higher the number of days after which there is a chance of a customer return action (CUS
TOMER_RETURN_THRES), the higher the number of redistribution events. Because customers
keep the reusable food containers for a longer time in stock.

• The higher the chance of a customer return action CUSTOMER_RETURN_CHANCE, the lower
the number of redistribution events, because each time step the chance of returnment by a cus
tomer is higher, therefore the customer stock decreases and the stock of restaurants increases.

In Figure 5.11a, we can see the effect of variation in CUSTOMER_RETURN_THRES. It seems that this
parameter does not have a large effect on the number of redistribution events. The graph shows that
CUSTOMER_RETURN_THRES variation results in the same range of redistribution events. There
fore, we cannot conclude any significant effect of variation in CUSTOMER_RETURN_THRES on the
number of redistribution events.

In Figure 5.11b, we can see the effect of variation in CUSTOMER_RETURN_CHANCE. The results
align with our expectations. The higher the CUSTOMER_RETURN_CHANCE, the lower the number
of redistribution events. Nevertheless, we see that the lowest CUSTOMER_RETURN_CHANCE of
4.5% chance of food container returnment per day, results in less redistribution events than for a larger
CUSTOMER_RETURN_CHANCE of 5%. We expect that the low CUSTOMER_RETURN_CHANCE
results in higher customer stock and therefore low restaurant stock. This probably triggers a refill event
in the beginning of the simulation run. Resulting in more food containers in the system. Varying stocks
have less impact on the number of redistribution events.

Figure 5.12 shows the sensitivity analysis results of varying both CUSTOMER_RETURN_THRES as
CUSTOMER_RETURN_CHANCE. The results look similar to the results in Figure 5.11b in which we
vary the CUSTOMER_RETURN_CHANCE. Therefore, we can conclude that the a variation in CUS
TOMER_RETURN_CHANCE has the largest impact on the number of redistribution events.
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Figure 5.11: Results sensitivity analysis customer return parameters
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5.3.2. Lifespan Parameter
We expect that an increase of the lifespan decreases the total cost and emission per container handling
method since the cost/emission per use decreases.
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(b) Variation in lifespan impact on emissions

Figure 5.13: Results sensitivity analysis lifespan

Figure 5.13a shows the effect of variation in lifespan on the total cost per container handling method.
We can conclude that increasing the lifespan of a food container increases the number of uses per
container and therefore decreases the total cost. Figure 5.13b shows the results of variation in lifespan
on the total emissions. We can conclude that increasing the lifespan of a food container increases the
number of uses per container and therefore decreases the total emissions.
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5.4. Experimental results
In this section, we present the experimental results per scenario. We compare the different container
handling methods on their environmental and economic performance. For a detail analysis of the
results for each scenario see Appendix C. We evaluate the simulation with an equal number of reusable
container usages in the steady state of the system. Based on the evaluation of the results in this section,
Table 5.1 shows an overview of the experimental results. The green marked numbers show the best
results and the red marked numbers show the worst result among the three different container handling
methods.

Table 5.1: Overview experimental results

Passive Hybrid Active

Scenario 1 Redistribution events [#] 0 9 53
Usage costs [€/order] 0.04 0.03 0.00
Emissions [kg CO2
equivalent/order] 0.1356 0.1351 0.1326

Investment cost [€/order] 0.02 0.02 0.10

Scenario 2.1 Redistribution events [#] 0 1 3
Usage costs [€/order] 0.04 0.04 0.04
Emissions [kg CO2
equivalent/order] 0.1335 0.1334 0.1333

Investment cost [€/order] 0.05 0.05 0.14

Scenario 2.2 Redistribution events [#] 0 0 0
Usage costs [€/order] 0.04 0.04 0.04
Emissions [kg CO2
equivalent/order] 0.1336 0.1336 0.1336

Investment cost [€/order] 0.09 0.09 0.17

Scenario 3.1 Redistribution events [#] 0 8 42
Usage costs [€/order] 0.02 0.01 0.01
Emissions [kg CO2
equivalent/order] 0.0552 0.0548 0.0531

Investment cost [€/order] 0.02 0.02 0.06

Scenario 3.2 Redistribution events [#] 0 6 42
Usage costs [€/order] 0.01 0.00 0.02
Emissions [kg CO2
equivalent/order] 0.0257 0.0254 0.0237

Investment cost [€/order] 0.01 0.01 0.03

Scenario 4.1 Redistribution events [#] 0 1 13
Usage costs [€/order] 0.02 0.02 0.01
Emissions [kg CO2
equivalent/order] 0.0582 0.0581 0.0574

Investment cost [€/order] 0.03 0.03 0.08

Scenario 4.2 Redistribution events [#] 0 1 13
Usage costs [€/order] 0.01 0.01 0.01
Emissions [kg CO2
equivalent/order] 0.0350 0.0317 0.0313

Investment cost [€/order] 0.03 0.03 0.05
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Based on the outcomes of our simulation study, we can draw the following conclusions:

• We see that the active container handling approach results in the highest number of redistribution
events, while the passive and hybrid container handling methods require almost no redistribution
actions (see Figure 5.1b). This is a result of the uncontrollability of the random return action
by customers in the active handling method. The difference in cost between these methods
becomes smaller when the number of reusable restaurants in the system is smaller. In such a
scenario (see Figure C.6b), the chance that a container is returned to a restaurant that is in need
of a reusable container is larger than for more reusable restaurants. The number of redistribution
events decreases resulting in lower cost.

• Since the redistribution is executed by a Light Electrical Vehicles, a relative small amount of
emissions is emitted. The redistribution events have a smaller impact on the total emissions than
on the total cost. The number of reusable orders dominates the total emissions. Since these are
equal for each of the container handling methods, we see that the shape of the graph depends on
the number of redistribution events. Therefore, the environmental impact of the active container
handling method is larger than the hybrid method which is larger than the passive method (see
Figures 5.1b).

• We can conclude that the passive container handling method performs best economically and
environmentally. In scenario 1, we see that the passive handling method saves 0.04 euro cent
per order compared to no savings for the active handling method.

• Higher customer stocks result in more reusable food containers in the system, which increases
the investment cost. From Figure 5.14, we see that the active container handling method requires
overall the the highest investment cost. In Figure 5.14, we see that scenario 1 requires the most
food containers and scenario 4 the least. From this we conclude that the number of reusable
restaurants and customers effects the number of reusable orders in the system and therefore the
total number of required food containers.
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Figure 5.14: Total number of packages per scenario per container handling method

• According to our sensitivity analysis, increasing the lifespan results in lower cost and emissions.
Furthermore, the CUSTOMER_RETURN_CHANCE has the largest impact on the customer re
turn action compared to CUSTOMER_RETURN_THRES.
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5.5. Discussion
In this section, we discuss the different reusable container handling methods on their adoption po
tential for its stakeholders. We base our review on the experimental results presented in Section 5.4.
Besides that, we take the success factors for adoption into account, which are described in Section 2.2.

The main success factor from the perspective of restaurants and meal delivery platforms is the eco
nomic profitability of a reusable container handling method. Based on the results related to the eco
nomical performance in Section 5.4, we can conclude that all types of container handling methods
result in cost savings. The passive container handling method saves the most costs and emissions.
Restaurants and meal delivery platforms acknowledge the positive marketing potential of environmen
tal friendly packaging products. This could be beneficial in the competition for customers in the meal
delivery market where there is a high level of competition.

However, without customer adoption of reusable food containers, there will be less demand for the
reusable packaging service. Restaurants and meal delivery services will not see the option for reusable
packaging as beneficial compared to a disposable packaging system. It is therefore important to take
the customer adoption factors into account.

As described in Section 2.2.3, the convenience of a reusable product is of major importance for cus
tomer adoption. In the passive handling method, the customer does not have to take the container to a
reusable restaurant. He just has to hand over his food container at the next order to the driver. This is
a convenient action for the frequent customer. In the meantime, the customer stores the reusable food
container at home. This could be less convenient for users that rarely order, since the food container
is stored at home for a longer period of time.

In the active container handling method, customers return the containers to any reusable restaurant
in the system. Less distance to the collection points at the restaurant means more convenience for
the customer to return. Since geographical distances are not included in the simulation model, we
cannot see the effect of distance. Furthermore, adding container dropoff locations at shopping or
public transport locations could increase the return convenience since customers visit these places
frequently. This increases the customers motivation to return the reusable food container. Customers
that order less frequently could prefer the active container handling method. However, handing over a
used reusable food container to a driver at the next order is expected to be the most convenient option
for the vast majority of customers.

The hybrid container handling method provides a combination of the two return options. The customer
can choose which return option is most convenient in his situation. However, the random returnment
of containers to any reusable restaurant in the system results in more variance in the restaurant stocks.
Resulting in more redistribution events which are more costly. Nevertheless, we expect an increase of
customer adoption if there is a choice between two return options. Which could result in more demand
for reusable food containers, which will lead to emission and cost savings.
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5.6. Limitations
Some limitations of the study should be considered

• We expect the reusable container return option to the driver to be the most convenient return
action for the customer, since the customer does not have to travel to any dropoff location. How
ever, this is just a hypothesis which is not customer preference data.

• Currently, the driver only drops a reusable food container at a reusable restaurant if the next order
is also in a reusable food container. Future research could include different control actions. For
example, the driver drops its food containers at reusable restaurants with low stock levels.

• The restaurant popularity is equal for all restaurants in the current simulationmodel. However, one
could assume that some restaurants receive more orders than others. The chance for sampling
these restaurants should increase.

• In our current simulation model, we sample, independently from the customers’ food container
preferences, a restaurant from the set of both reusable as nonreusable restaurants. This is
based on the idea that a customer first selects a restaurant based on its meal preferences.
Whether the meal is served in a reusable food container or not is a consequence of the type of
restaurant that is sampled. In future research, the customers’ food container preferences could
play a distinctive role in the selection of restaurants from which a meal order is sampled.



6
Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we describe the conclusions from this research in Section 6.1. Furthermore, the scien
tific contributions are suggested in Section 6.2. Next, we propose practical recommendations from the
study in Section 6.3. We end this chapter with suggestions for future research in Section 6.4.

6.1. Conclusions
According to our literature review in Section 2, no study has yet quantified the actual environmental
and economical impact of different reusable container handling methods in the meal delivery industry.
Therefore, this study focused on the main research question: What is the economical and environmen
tal impact of integrating reusable food containers in the meal delivery industry? We defined subques
tions to structure the research problem and show the relevant aspects of the evaluation study. The
following section discusses and answers each of the subquestions.

1. What are key factors for the adoption of reusable food containers by stakeholders in the meal
delivery industry?

The following key factors increase the adoption of reusable food containers by customers:

• Familiarity with recycling concepts.
• Strong values of collectivism, perceived social desirability, and pressure associated with reuse
and recycling.

• Convenient return options.
• Recycling facilities that are easily accessible, i.e., no additional effort is required to return pack
aging for reuse. For example, less distance to the dropoff locations.

The following key factors are relevant for the adoption of reusable food containers by restaurants:

• Next to cost and logistics complexity, product safety is an important concern. This could impact
the quality of the meal service for a restaurant.

• Additional space and hygiene requirements for the storage of reusable food containers.
• Higher risks for maintenance and increased cleaning costs caused by intensive usage of their
own dishwashers for food container cleaning.

The following key factors are relevant for the adoption of reusable food containers by online meal
delivery platforms:

• Economic viability. The meal delivery platforms strive to be profitable. The financial aspect of the
business case for the introduction of reusable food containers is therefore very relevant. For the
general public, the ’feelgood factor’ of sustainable packaging is not enough. It should also be a
financial attractive alternative for disposable food containers.

53
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• Sustainable image. The ”green” image has become an important marketing element since cus
tomers increasingly expect companies to reduce their environmental footprint. Implementing sus
tainable packaging alternatives could therefore also be beneficial for online delivery platforms
since they address a target group of sustainable customers. This could result in a stronger posi
tion for competition on the market.

2. What are container handling methods for the integration of reusable food containers in the meal
delivery industry?

Based on case studies of reusable initiatives that are currently on the market, we distinguish three
reusable container handling methods: the passive method (the driver performs the return action), the
active method (the customer controls the return action), and the hybrid method (both the driver as the
customer can control the return action). Remark that the behavior of the drivers is fully controllable by a
meal delivery platform in contrast to the behavior of the customers which can only be partly controlled.
The optimal control action appears to be: take the used food container from a customer. Only drop a
reusable food container at a restaurant if the next order is also in a reusable food container.

3. What key performance metrics quantify the environmental and economical impact of the logistic
concepts for reusable food containers in the meal delivery industry?

The environmental performance of different food container handling methods are defined as emissions
in kg CO2 equivalent. These factors are derived from a Life Cycle Assessment. We reported two
performance metrics to quantify the environmental impact of container handling methods:

• Saved emissions per reusable food container: is defined as the emissions caused by the produc
tion, usage, and disposal of a reusable food container relative to the emissions of a disposable
food container.

• Transport emissions: are defined as the total emission caused by transport for the redistribution
of reusable containers.

The economical performance of different food container handling methods are defined as cost in euros.
These factors are derived from a Life Cycle Costing analysis. We reported two performance metrics to
quantify the economical impact of container handling methods:

• Saved cost per reusable food container: cost of a reusable food container relative to the cost of
a disposable food container.

• Transport cost: is defined as the transportation cost for redistribution events (refill or restock).
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Main Research Question
Based on the answer of these subquestions, we quantified the economical and environmental perfor
mance of these container handling methods using a simulation study. We observe the following system
behavior from our simulation study for each of the container handling methods:

• Passive method. As long as the total initial restaurant stocks are equal to the number of reusing
customers and drivers, the minimum number storage per restaurant, and the food containers are
approximately uniformly distributed over the restaurants, the system will always be in control and
all stock levels will converge over time. Because from that moment, each time a driver serves
a node, we will guarantee that the driver drops its stored food container, takes a food container
from the same restaurant, and drops the food container at a customer where the driver picks up
an used reusable food container from the customer.

• In the hybrid method, we have the same driver dynamics as for the passive method. However,
since we also allow customers to return their food container to the reusable restaurant (which is
randomly sampled), we cannot guarantee the stability of the total restaurant stock which we could
guarantee by the passive method.

• In the active method, the system has become largely uncontrollable. The customers return their
food containers to a random restaurant at a random time. Hereby, forcing many redistribution
events to balance the restaurant stocks.

After validation of the system behavior, we can conclude that that for each of the container handling
methods, emission and cost savings can be realized compared to a system in which only disposable
food containers are used. Even for situations in which only a small part of the customers and restau
rants use reusable food containers. Moreover, the passive handling method outperforms the hybrid
and active container handling method, both economically and environmentally. We observe that the
benefits are positively correlated with the customer and restaurant participation ratio. As all handling
methods more or less realize equal environmental gains, the methods mainly differ in the economical
performance.

6.2. Scientific Contributions
This study has contributed to our understanding of the environmental and economical effects of three
different reusable container handling methods, particularly in the meal delivery industry. Almost all ex
isting food container studies mainly focus on the environmental quantification of different food container
types, such as those by Arunan and Crawford (2021); GallegoSchmid et al. (2018, 2019). However,
these studies only focus on the performance of the packaging product itself. Hellström (2009) sug
gests the transfer container handling approach on which we base our system. However, the study only
identifies the design of the network, it does not evaluate the performance. This study provides the first
insight into the economical and environmental performance of different container handling methods
for both disposable as reusable food containers.

We used a life cycle assessment and life cycle costing approach in combination with a simulation study
to evaluate the environmental and economical effects of packaging materials for different container
handling methods. The methods used can be replicated for any meal delivery network. To obtain com
parable and universal results on the environmental and economical performance of different container
handling methods in the meal delivery industry, it is suggested that, where feasible, studies use one ap
proach across different spatial scales. The results obtained in this study provide further knowledge on
the potential emissions and cost of disposable and reusable food containers within the meal delivery
industry. Which can be used to inform online meal delivery platforms about the implementation conse
quences of reusable food containers. Furthermore, insights on the potential of reusable food containers
can be useful for decision makers relating to their policy on banning singleuse food containers.
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6.3. Recommendations
Since our study is based on a simulation study, we recommend to start a pilot project to evaluate
the expected environmental and economical performance which follow from our study. The following
practical recommendations for the pilot study are defined:

• In our evaluation study, we assume a lifespan of 200 uses for reusable food containers. We
recommend to track the number of uses for each reusable food container in a pilot project. Hereby,
a more reliable estimation can be made for the lifespan of a reusable food container implying the
investment cost.

• In our evaluation study, we see that the active handling method requires muchmore reusable food
containers in the system, since customers randomly return their food container after some time,
to a random restaurant in the system. We expect the total customer container stock to increase.
However, it is relevant to research the return behavior of customers in a pilot since it has a large
impact on the number of reusable containers in the system.

• As explained in section 5.2.2, their exist different system behavior in the warmup period and the
steady state of the system for each type of handling method. Therefore, we recommend to plan
a pilot project longer than the warmup phase. The system then performs in a steady state which
is more controllable than the warmup period. We observe that fewer redistribution methods
are needed in the steady state of the system for each of the handling methods. Therefore, the
expected cost and emissions for transportation will be lower than in the warmup phase.

• Another recommendation for the design of a pilot project is to start with a small group of reusable
customers and a restaurant in which each customer starts with a reusable food container at home.
In the case of passive and hybrid container handling methods, this directly results in a steady
state of the system. Resulting in time savings for insights into the expected performance of the
system on the long term.

6.4. Future Research
Being the first evaluation study on the economical and environmental performance of reusable food
container integration in the meal delivery industry, there are many areas in which this research can be
expanded:

• The current model assumes reusable container cleaning and storage at restaurants connected to
the reusable container network. This is defined by Hellström (2009) as the transfer approach. We
choose this approach since it results in the most efficient transport of reusable food containers
compared to a systemwhere dropoff locations or a central hub for cleaning and storage is chosen
(depot approach (Hellström, 2009)). Besides that, we expect the depot approach to result in
higher storage costs since one should invest in a central depot cleaning facility. Further research
can investigate the differences in the economical and environmental performance between the
transfer approach and the depot approach.

• Furthermore, we expect that putting the cleaning responsibility on the restaurants could result
in a lower or less reliable cleaning quality of the reusable food containers. At least, the online
meal delivery platform has less control over the cleaning process than when the platform has
its own cleaning facility in a central depot. This could increase the quality of the reusable food
container service. This important adoption aspect could be a relevant subject to a survey among
restaurants in the meal delivery industry.

• Because in our current system the reusable food containers are owned by the online meal delivery
platform but used by restaurants and customers, it is relevant to research different tracking tech
nologies for managing food container inventory at different locations. Mahmoudi and Parviziom
ran (2020) identifies five types of tracking technologies: barcode, passive radiofrequency iden
tification (RFID), active RFID, WiFi, and global positioning system (GPS). Which one is most
applicable for reusable food container usage in the meal delivery industry provides insight into
relevant practicalities for implementation.
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Reducing packaging waste in the meal delivery industry:
A quantitative evaluation study on handling methods for the reuse of food containers
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Abstract

Online meal delivery platforms are growing worldwide. Nevertheless, the takeaway business model is currently the major source
of plastic packaging waste generation. The alarming growth of plastic pollution leads to action among governments worldwide
resulting in single-use plastic bans. A handful of start-ups offer reusable food container services. However, no online meal delivery
platform has adopted such as service. The market size of these initiatives is therefore still small. There is no proof of concept
on a larger scale. For this purpose, this study identifies, defines, and evaluates reusable food container handling methods in the
meal delivery industry. We conduct a simulation study to measure the environmental- and economical performance of different
container handling methods. Our experimental findings suggest that: (i) food container returnment by drivers results in the largest
amount of cost- and emission savings, (ii) customer returnment to any random reusable restaurant results in a less controllable
system, resulting in more redistribution events, higher costs, and more emissions, (iii) the hybrid container handling method gives
two options for return which enlarges the convenience for return by a wide variety of customers. We thus conclude that the passive
handling method results in the largest cost- and emission savings, however, the practical implications i.a. concept convenience
remains an important topic for further research.

Keywords: Evaluation study, meal delivery industry, reusable food containers, economical performance, and environmental
impact

1. Introduction

COVID-19 accelerated the shift from restaurant dinners to
ordering food online (Li et al., 2020). Data from the reser-
vation system ’OpenTable’ shows that due to lockdowns, sit-
down traffic at restaurants decreased by 83% globally (Ivanova,
2020). Consequently, the number of users and revenue of online
meal delivery services grew with 10% worldwide over the last
year (Statista, 2020). According to Statista (2020), this growth
is continuing worldwide with an annual factor of 6.4%. Nev-
ertheless, the meal delivery industry significantly contributes to
environmental pollution that occurs from food packaging, pro-
duction, and waste generation (Song et al., 2018; Yi et al., 2017;
Li et al., 2020; Jia et al., 2018). Yearly 8 million tons of plas-
tic end up in the oceans (Thevenon et al., 2015; EU Commis-
sion, 2018). The takeaway industry is the largest contributor
to this waste generation (MoralesâCaselles et al., 2021). Un-
fortunately, only 14% of the plastic packaging is collected for
recycling and just 5% of it is successfully recycled into new
plastic (Dauvergne, 2018; Hahladakis and Iacovidou, 2018).

∗Author and correspondence.

The alarming growth of plastic pollution leads to actions
among organizations worldwide. Packaging management is nec-
essary within almost all industrial sectors (Bortolini et al., 2018).
In 2019, the European Parliament approved a new law banning
the top ten single use plastic items found on EU beaches (Eu-
ropean Parliament, 2019). The ban will apply to plastic cotton
buds, cutlery, plates, straws, drink stirrers, and balloon sticks
(EU Commission, 2018). For food containers and drink cups,
reduction measures should be introduced by member states.
They can do so by ensuring that plastic products cannot be pro-
vided free of charge, setting national reduction targets, or mak-
ing alternative products available at the point of sale. One of the
reduction measures already introduced is the increase of taxes
on the incineration of waste (Harmsen, 2021). Hereby, govern-
ments discourage single-use products and thereby stimulate the
recycling or reuse of products.

Consequently, the need occurs for online meal delivery plat-
forms to consider alternatives for meal packaging. These alter-
natives should be beneficial, both economically as environmen-
tally.
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According to this background, the reminder of this paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 revises literature on reusable
systems, key success factors for reuse, and methodologies that
are able to measure the environmental- and economical per-
formance of packaging systems. In addition, system bound-
aries and the functional unit for environmental- and economi-
cal evaluation are identified. Section 3 considers the definition
of reusable container handling methods. Based on this infor-
mation, a simulation model is defined in Section 4. Section 5
covers the evaluation and discussion of the simulation results.
Given these outcomes, conclusions, recommendations, and fu-
ture research suggestions are formulated in Section 6.

2. Literature

2.1. Success Factors of Reuse
Jacobsen (2015) proposes in his study four main drivers of

profitability in packaging material reuse for companies. First of
all, the number of avoided costs of purchasing new packaging
materials for single-use packaging. Secondly, the firm’s ability
to reduce the cost of reverse transportation which is required for
reuse. Additionally, the internal cost of handling, sorting, and
cleaning packaging materials is relevant. Lastly, the firm’s cost
of disposing non-reusable materials. However, to be success-
ful in all these aspects, a sufficient logistics system design and
management is important. Meyer (1999); Rogers et al. (2012)
underline the complexity of reverse logistic processes. Many
companies are unable to handle the complex networking neces-
sary to have an efficient reverse logistics process (Krumwiede
and Sheu, 2002). It is therefore important to gather knowledge
on the performance of different logistics systems for reuse.

Additional to the cost-related aspects, the ”green” image
has become an important marketing element since customers
increasingly expect companies to reduce their environmental
footprint (Fleischmann et al., 2001). Besides that, research by
Barnes et al. (2011a) shows additional willingness to pay for
more sustainable packaging among consumers. However, Mah-
moudi and Parviziomran (2020) highlight that reuse strategies
also have been criticized by decision makers if there are not de-
signed well since this could result in more required vehicles,
added packaging weight, reverse logistics cost, and extra en-
ergy to clean the packaging.

Beer bottles have been successfully reused for several decades,
due to high turnover rates, relative short transporting distances,
and well-designed packaging systems (Mata and Costa, 1999).
The key of this reuse success lays in the standardization of the
beer bottle design which fosters the handling of the products
(Gaines, 2012). Furthermore, due to standardization more ac-
tors within the network will use the same product resulting in
higher product quantities, which is beneficial due to the econ-
omy of scale. This effect is enhanced by a growing sales mar-
ket of the product. Resulting in advantages that arise due to the
inverse relationship between per unit fixed costs and the pro-
cessed quantity (Corporate Finance Institute, 2018). However,
in the past decades, we have observed a trend away from stan-
dardized beer bottles since the design became part of the mar-
keting strategy of beer companies. For the same reason, soft

drinks and (spring) water distribution has shifted massively to
disposable packaging products.

2.2. Reusable Packaging Systems
A variety of possible design concepts for reusable container

systems are proposed in literature (Kroon and Vrijens, 1995;
Lützbauer, 1993; Savaskan et al., 2004). The basis of the con-
cepts come from a study by Lützbauer (1993) in which three
types of reusable packaging systems are proposed: switch pool
systems (each participant (restaurant, driver, customer) has its
own share of food containers, for which the participant is re-
sponsible), systems with return logistics (facilitating company
is owns food containers and is responsible for the return logis-
tics), and systems without return logistics (restaurants rent food
container from a facilitating company, restaurants are responsi-
ble for the return logistics).

Especially, the differences in the transfer or depot principle
suggested by Hellström (2009) can have a large impact on the
practical implication of the reusable system. In a transfer sys-
tem, restaurants are responsible for cleaning and storing food
containers. This results in less transport distance in comparison
with the depot principle, in which food containers are stored
and cleaned in a central depot by the facilitating company. Nev-
ertheless, the cleaning quality can more easily be guaranteed in
a central depot than in a variety of restaurants. Furthermore,
Mahmoudi and Parviziomran (2020) suggest to include a qual-
ity check in these systems. It is more reliable to check the con-
tainer quality in a central location. The scope of the system, the
willingness to invest (both from the restaurant side as the cus-
tomer side), the storage space available, the size of the restau-
rant’s organization, and the acceptance in the market, influence
the decision on the type of system (Kroon and Vrijens, 1995;
Hellström, 2009).

Currently, restaurants depend heavily on online food order-
ing platforms, such as Thuisbezorgd.nl, UberEats, and Deliv-
eroo. The power of these networks has a major impact on the
meal delivery industry. Most restaurants are small companies
for which an investment in reusable packaging has an impact
on their financial situation. Normally, individual restaurants do
not take advantage of the scale since their quantities are rela-
tively low compared to the whole market. Collaborating with a
facilitating company that rents out reusable food containers is
favorable. A driver network of online food platforms in com-
bination with reusable packaging systems could have an im-
pactful and profitable potential. However, evaluation studies on
these logistic systems are lacking in literature so far.

2.3. Key Factors for the Adoption of Reusable Food Containers
The online meal delivery platform, restaurants, and cus-

tomers are the most impactful stakeholders in the system. They
have a high level of power and interest in the development of
reusable food containers. We therefore investigate relevant fac-
tors for the adoption of a reusable container from the perspec-
tive of each of these stakeholders.

For meal platforms, the key main barrier identified in the
literature is the increased logistic complexity, requiring the re-
organization of supply chains to ensure that food containers are
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available. Besides that, the return rates and turn-around time
to prepare the food container for a new cycle affect the system
(Coelho et al., 2020). Furthermore, the upfront investments in
reusable food containers are noted as a barrier (Coelho et al.,
2020).

From a restaurant perspective, the operations management
of reusable containers is one of the main concerns of compa-
nies who are willing to adopt reusable containers for their own
business (Mahmoudi and Parviziomran, 2020). Next to cost and
logistics complexity, product safety is an important concern for
both meal delivery services as restaurants (Coelho et al., 2020).
Jetten et al. (1999) conclude that reuse of plastic food packag-
ing does not significantly influence the food quality and safety.
In further research, Jetten and De (2002) found that the charac-
teristics of the plastic did not change significantly after repeated
washing. However, for strongly flavored meals, the flavor may
likely be carried over to the food packaging. Using professional
dishwasher machines helps to solve this problem. Furthermore,
the more intensive usage of dishwashers at restaurants for food
container cleaning may result in higher risks for maintenance
and increased cleaning costs. Meal delivery platforms could
take that risk from the restaurants’ hands by facilitating the stor-
age, cleaning, and transport of reusable food containers.

Research by Grimes-Casey et al. (2007) showed that a reusable
packaging system will depend on the willingness to return by
customers. It is therefore important to investigate how the cus-
tomer market of the meal delivery industry looks like, which
factors play an important role in customer decisions for the us-
age of reusable packaging, and what motivates them to reuse
(Grimes-Casey et al., 2007).

According to Garcia (2018); Zion et al. (2020); Bryan (2021);
Green (2016), meal delivery adoption is very much related to
age. However, looking at the general findings on sociodemo-
graphic, the results appear to be inconsistent (Saphores et al.,
2012). Variables such as, gender, age, income and education,
are statistically significant however their explanatory power tends
to be small (Hornik et al., 1995). Therefore, we cannot assign
any characteristics about the willingness of reuse to specific
customer groups. Roca i Puigvert et al. (2020) concludes that
the behavior, attitudes, and intentions towards reuse and recy-
cling depend highly on the perceived convenience and efficacy
of the new system as well as the values and subjective norms
with which they are associated.

Furthermore, convenience affects the acceptance of reusable
packaging systems by consumers (Coelho et al., 2020). When
you give a customer the choice between the most convenient
option and the most sustainable options, the convenient op-
tion wins (Devenyns, 2019). Return opportunities (e.g., in-
store, pick-up) play an important role in customer convenience
(Saphores et al., 2006). Furthermore, consumers are more likely
to choose for a more environmentally friendly purchase if con-
sumers believe that their environmental purchase would make
a positive impact on the environment (Valor, 2008). Jain et al.
(2013) concludes in their study that tallying environmental units
(e.g., the number of ”trees needed to offset emissions” of cus-
tomer consumed energy) to be more effective in cutting energy
use than other information strategies, both short- and long-term.

As such, green marketing is not just an environmental protec-
tion tool but also a successful marketing strategy (Yazdanifard
and Mercy, 2011). Research by Agatz et al. (2021) on time
slot choice for food delivery shows that green labels outper-
form price incentives leading to greater cost savings. Further-
more, providing correct information about the footprint of the
packaging to the consumer is essential since research shows
that most consumers have misconceptions on sustainability in
general. This aligns with the results in Steenis et al. (2017)
that show consumer opinions on sustainable packaging do not
always align with the actual sustainability of a package deter-
mined in the Life Cycle Assessment (LCA).

According to Agatz et al. (2021), three-quarters of the par-
ticipants claimed willingness to pay up for environmental friendly
products. This aligns with the results in Barnes et al. (2011b);
van Birgelen et al. (2009), which demonstrates an increase in
the consumer’s willingness to pay for more environmentally
friendly food containers. However, Coelho et al. (2020) sug-
gests that for the general public, the ’feel-good factor’ of sus-
tainable packaging is not enough. Hence, a financial incentive
may be important to change consumers to switch to reusable
packaging systems. Financial incentive programs such as cash
for recyclables, lotteries, and prizes on recycling behavior could
have a positive impact on the amount of recycled waste (Struk,
2017). However, the encountered effect of economic incen-
tives does not persist for a long period. The effect disappears
when the financial incentives are removed (Luyben and Bailey,
1979). Furthermore, according to Roca i Puigvert et al. (2020)
the economic deposit system generally induces a negative reac-
tion. Consumers perceive it as a coercive rather than motivating
system.

2.4. Research Gap

A driver network of online food platforms in combination
with reusable packaging systems could have an impactful and
profitable potential. However, evaluation studies on these lo-
gistic systems are lacking in the literature so far. If reusable
systems are not designed well, it could require more vehicles,
added packaging weight, reverse logistics cost, and extra en-
ergy to clean the packaging. Therefore, it is important to gain
knowledge on the design and performance of multiple container
handling methods. However, the economical and environmen-
tal trade-off between disposable- and reusable food containers
in the meal delivery industry has not been studied before in lit-
erature.

Therefore, the following research question for our evalua-
tion study is defined: What is the economical- and environmen-
tal impact of integrating reusable food containers in the meal
delivery industry?

2.4.1. Scope
In this paper, we focus on the Life Cycle Analysis (LCA)

of reusable- and disposable food containers. Therefore, we dis-
tinguish two different life cycles (see Figure 1). The following
system barriers are taken into account for the LCA and Life
Cycle Costing (LCC): (i) we include activities associated with
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Figure 1: Scope of the LCA. On the left side: single-use packaging life cycle.
On the right side: reusable packaging life cycle. The text boxes marked in blue
are included in the LCC and LCA.

the production, usage, and disposal of food containers, (ii) the
usage of single-use containers is considered to not have any im-
pact since the packaging is disposed after usage. For reusable
food containers, cleaning is considered, (iii) we exclude de-
livery cost- and emissions since this is similar for both food
container types. The functional unit considered is defined as
the production and disposal of a reusable- and disposable- food
container (670 ml) storing a meal for one person.

3. Research Approach

3.1. Reusable Container Handling Innovations

With the increase of takeaway food orders, the number of
companies providing reusable transit packaging has been grow-
ing (Coelho et al., 2020). All these initiatives have a common
goal: creating a network for reusable food packaging. How-
ever, they differ in their size, market approach, and container
handling methods. The design of these networks can be di-
vided into three categories: forward logistics, reverse logistics,
and recycling logistics.

From our case-study, we can see some first concepts that are
trying to collaborate with large online platforms. For example,
customers at Takeaway, UberEats or Deliveroo are able to order
their food in a SwapBox if the restaurant is connected to the
network of SwapBox (2021). However, this currently depends
heavily on the customer knowledge of the concept since the
customer should include their special wish for meal delivery in
a reusable food container in the ’notes to the restaurant’. This is
not user-friendly. Furthermore, besides Deliverzero (2021), all
initiatives depend on the customers’ willingness to return since
the customer has to return their containers to a drop-off point or
any restaurant in the system.

3.2. Container Handling Method Definition

Based on the literature review and the multi-case study, we
define the container handling methods for our evaluation study:

(i) Active: Customers actively return the reusable food con-
tainer(s) to any restaurant connected to the reusable food con-
tainer network. (ii) Passive: The driver has a storage capac-
ity in which containers from the customer can be stored. The
customer returns the container to the driver when the driver
comes by to deliver the next order to that customer. The driver
checks at each delivery if the customer has any containers in
stock. If the driver has enough free space in his own storage,
he takes the container with him. The driver only drops the con-
tainer at a reusable restaurant if the order that he picks up at
that restaurant is an order in a reusable food container. (iii) the
hybrid handling method combines the active- and passive han-
dling methods. A customer could return the container to any
reusable restaurant in the system or the driver could pick up a
used container from the customer.

3.3. Container Redistribution Events
In general, a redistribution action is triggered when the num-

ber of reusable food containers in stock at any reusable restau-
rant node gets below the required stock level. We reconfigure
the reusable food containers either by redistributing them over
all reusable restaurant nodes (restock event) or by adding new
packages to all reusable restaurant nodes (refill event).

3.4. Life Cycle Assessment
Since this research mainly focuses on the global warming

potential (GWP) of the products, we express the environmental
footprint in g CO2 equivalent. The GWP for single use equals
151 g CO2 equivalent and 673 g CO2 equivalent for reusable
food containers. We apply the concept of ’transition point’ to
define where the system of reusable containers starts to perform
better than the single-use containers (Ligthart and Foundation,
2007). It can be seen that the reusable PP containers should
be used at least 5 times to balance out the GWP of single-use
PP containers. Another factor that should be included in the
environmental assessment are the emissions caused by reusable
food container cleaning. Based on the study by Gallego-Schmid
et al. (2019), we assume that 12 g CO2 equivalent is emitted due
to cleaning.

Container redistribution is performed by a Light Electrical
Vehicle (LEV). According to Hall and Lutsey (2018), the life
cycle emission of an electric vehicle in the European Union
equals 125 g CO2 equivalent per kilometer. According to Zhou
et al. (2020), the average travel distance to a restaurant in an ur-
ban area equals 2.5 kilometers. According to Eurostat (2020),
the emissions per kWh in the European Union are equal to 275
g CO2 equivalent.

3.5. Life Cycle Costing
Based on comparative commodity research, we define the

cost for a reusable food container as e1.92, and cost for a dis-
posable food container as e0.05. The cost for redistribution
consists of labor costs and transport costs. According to Pic-
nic (2021), the salary of a driver is equal to e10.69 per hour.
We assume that the handling time per restaurant equals 10 min-
utes. According to Citkar (2021), the cost for fuel and vehicle
investment per kilometer equals e0.36 per kilometer.
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4. Model

The meal delivery network for a single service region is rep-
resented by a complete graph G = (N, E), where N is a set of
nodes and E is the set of edges connecting nodes in N. Each
node is connected to every other node by undirected edges.
Nodes: the set of nodes consists of two subsets: the subset of
restaurants (NR), and the subsets of customers (NC) for which
holds: N = NR ∪ NC .

• Restaurant Nodes: Take nR as the number of restaurants
(|NR|) in the meal delivery system. Two types of restau-
rants are distinguished, (i) restaurants offering reusable
containers, denoted by set NR

r , and (ii) restaurants with-
out reusable containers, denoted by set NR

nr.

Reusing restaurant nodes have the possibility to deliver
meal orders in reusable food containers and disposable
food containers, whereas non-reusing restaurant nodes
will only use disposable food containers to deliver their
meals. Note that a reusing restaurant will only use reusable
food containers if the ordering customer demands its meal
in a reusable food container. Otherwise, the reusing restau-
rant will use a disposable to deliver the ordered food.

Let α be the ratio of the restaurants offering reusable con-
tainers among all restaurants in the system; i.e., α =

|NR
r |

nR
.

Let us define the average number of orders ordered at a
restaurant per day as ORDER FREQ
REST. We assume no difference in restaurant popularity,

the ORDER FREQ REST is equal and constant for all
restaurants.

For each order, a restaurant is randomly sampled from the
set of all restaurants with equal probability per restaurant,
i.e., we assume a uniform sampling distribution. Note
that this implies that the choice of a restaurant does not
depend on whether or not a customer wants its food de-
livered in a reusable package. The customer preference
for food container type is only taken into account af-
ter restaurant sampling. We define a minimum required
stock of reusable food containers per reusing restaurant.
If the stock is below this level, it will trigger an action to
fill its stock.

The minimum required stock level of each restaurant is
defined as MIN PACK LEVEL. Take pinit as the initial
number of reusable containers each reusable restaurant
has in stock at time zero.

• Customer Nodes: Take nc as the number of customers
(|NC |) in the meal delivery system. Two types of restau-
rants are distinguished (i) customers that demand for reusable
containers, denoted by set NC

r , and (ii) customers that de-
mand for non-reusable food containers, denoted by set
NC

nr.

Per time step, the customer that places an order is ran-
domly sampled from a distribution based on order-frequency
data obtained from ’Takeaway.com’. The restaurant at

which this order is placed is uniformly sampled from the
set of restaurants (NR).

Each customer node starts the simulation with zero con-
tainers in stock. Over time, the customer can develop a
stock of multiple containers. Reusing customer nodes al-
ways choose for reusable food containers if the restaurant
offers these. Whereas the non-reusable customers always
demand their orders in disposable food containers.

Let β be the ratio of the customers that demand for reusable
food containers among all customers in the system; i.e.,
β =

|NC
r |

nC
.

A customer can be allowed to return a reusable food con-
tainer to a reusable restaurant by itself. The return behav-
ior of a customer is defined by: (i) the number of days
after which the customer will start to return a food con-
tainer is defined as CUST RETURN PACK THRES; af-
ter this number of days, (ii) the chance of return is given
by CUST RETURN PACK CHANCE. The restaurant to
which the customer returns its reusable food container is
sampled uniformly from NR

r .

The total number of nodes of the graph is given by n =

nR + nC . There is no geographical distance included in
the system, i.e., we do not consider the nodes to have a
specific location.

Edges: The set of edges is denoted by E. We assume all
nodes to be connected to each other, i.e., our graph is fully con-
nected. As we do not consider any location information for
the nodes, the edges do not have travel time characteristics. In
our discrete simulations, we will assume that every edge can be
traveled to in one time step.

Food containers function as packaging for meals that are
ordered by customers and produced by restaurants. A reusable
food container can only be used a fixed number of times before
it is discarded. The maximum number of uses is defined as
the parameter: LIFESPAN. The container size is standardized.
There is one type of disposable food container and one type of
reusable food container.

Drivers move on the graph to fulfill the transport of orders
from restaurant nodes to customer nodes.The number of drivers
is defined as d. The routes are assumed to be given. Besides
that, drivers can play a role in the return logistics of reusable
food containers to the reusable restaurant nodes. All drivers
move in sync. A time step is defined as one delivery trip of
a driver. Each time step every driver moves from a restaurant
node to a customer and back to a restaurant. The average num-
ber of trips a driver can execute in one day is defined as the
TRIP FREQ DRIVER. The driver has the possibility to store
reusable food containers. The maximum number of containers
a driver can take in storage is defined as the MAX PACK CAP.

4.1. Algorithms

The simulation model is written in Python, the code can be
seen in GITHUB - reusable food container network. For more
details see the README file. The algorithms explained in this
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section are a simplification of the simulation model. We present
the algorithms per handling method. The functions used in the
algorithms are explained after the description of the algorithms.

Algorithm 1: RUN Active Approach

while t ≤ T do
for each Driver in Drivers do

SAMPLE RESTAURANT();
SAMPLE CUSTOMER(t);
if Sampled Restaurant uses reusable packages

and Sampled Customer uses reusable
packages then

TAKE PACKAGES FROM(Driver,
Sampled Restaurant, 1);

DROP PACKAGES AT(Driver,
Sampled Customer, 1);

for each Reusing Cust Node in
Reusing Cust Nodes do

if Stored Packages Customer > 0 at t − 1 and
RAND UNI() > CUST RETURN CHANCE
then

SAMPLE RESTAURANT();
MOVE PACKAGES FROM(Reusing Cust Nodes,

Sampled Restaurant,
Stored Packages Customer);

if CHECK NEED FOR REFILL() then
REFILL()

Algorithm 2: RUN Active Approach

while t ≤ T do
for each Driver in Drivers do

SAMPLE RESTAURANT();
SAMPLE CUSTOMER(t);
if Sampled Restaurant uses reusable packages

and Sampled Customer uses reusable
packages then

TAKE PACKAGES FROM(Driver,
Sampled Restaurant, 1);

DROP PACKAGES AT(Driver,
Sampled Customer, 1);

for each Reusing Cust Node in
Reusing Cust Nodes do

if Stored Packages Customer > 0 at t − 1 and
RAND UNI() > CUST RETURN CHANCE
then

SAMPLE RESTAURANT();
MOVE PACKAGES FROM(Reusing Cust Nodes,

Sampled Restaurant,
Stored Packages Customer);

if CHECK NEED FOR REFILL() then
REFILL()

Algorithm 3: RUN Hybrid Approach

while t ≤ T do
for each Driver in Drivers do

SAMPLE RESTAURANT();
SAMPLE CUSTOMER(t);
if Sampled Restaurant uses reusable packages

and Sampled Customer uses reusable
packages then

DROP PACKAGES AT(Driver,
Sampled Restaurant,
Stored Packages Driver);

TAKE PACKAGES FROM(Driver,
Sampled Restaurant, 1);

DROP PACKAGES AT(Driver,
Sampled Customer, 1);

if Stored Packages Customer > 0 at t − 1 then
TAKE PACKAGES FROM(Driver,

Sampled Customer,
Stored Packages Customer);

if t = T then
SAMPLE RESTAURANT();
DROP PACKAGES AT(Driver,

Sampled Restaurant,
Stored Packages Driver);

for each Reusing Cust Node in
Reusing Cust Nodes do

if Stored Packages Customer > 0 at t − 1 and
RAND UNI() > CUST RETURN CHANCE
then

SAMPLE RESTAURANT();
MOVE PACKAGES FROM(Reusing Cust Nodes,

Sampled Restaurant,
Stored Packages Customer);

if CHECK NEED FOR REFILL() then
REFILL()

Explanation of the functions:

• SAMPLE RESTAURANT(): sample one restaurant node
from the set of restaurant nodes with equal probability
per element, i.e., using a uniform distribution. The sam-
pled restaurant is assigned to the Sampled Restaurant vari-
able. A specific restaurant node can be sampled multiple
times per time step, i.e., we sample with replacement.

• SAMPLE CUSTOMER(t): sample one customer from
the set of customer nodes using the order frequency dis-
tribution based on ”Takeaway.com” data. The sampled
customer is assigned to the Sampled Customer variable.
A customer node can only be sampled once per time step,
i.e., we sample without replacement. This implies that a
customer can only order once per time step.

• DROP PACKAGES AT(Driver, Node, Number of Pack-
ages): The ’Driver’ object drops ’Number of Packages’
amount of reusable food containers from its storage at
’node’.

• TAKE PACKAGES FROM(Driver, Node, 1): The ’Driver’
object takes one reusable food container (meal order) from
’Node’.

• CHECK NEED FOR REFILL(): check for each reusable
restaurant if its stock level of reusable food containers is
below MIN PACK LEVEL.
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• REFILL(): A refill action is performed. All reusable
food containers at the restaurant nodes are equally dis-
tributed over the reusable restaurant nodes. If the number
of reusable food containers at any of the reusable restau-
rant nodes is still below the MIN PACK LEVEL we refill
the number of containers at all reusable restaurant nodes
to the initial number of reusable food containers in the
system pinit.

• MOVE PACK FROM(From Node, To Node, Number of
Packages): ’Number of Packages’ amount of reusable
food container in storage at ’From Node’ is moved to ’To
Node’.

5. Results

We evaluate the simulation with an equal number of reusable
container usages in the steady state of the system. Based on the
outcomes of our simulation study (Table 5), we can draw the
following conclusions:

• We see that the active container handling approach results
in the highest number of redistribution events, while the
passive and hybrid container handling methods require
almost no redistribution actions. This is a result of the un-
controllability of the random return action by customers
in the active handling method, resulting in a high number
of redistribution events (see Figure 2). The difference in
cost between these methods becomes smaller when the
number of reusable restaurants in the system is smaller.
In such a scenario, the chance that a container is returned
to a restaurant that is in need of a reusable container is
larger than for more reusable restaurants. The number of
redistribution events decreases resulting in lower cost.

Figure 2: Time Series Graph Scenario 1 Active container handling method

• Since the redistribution is executed by a Light Electrical
Vehicles, a relative small amount of emissions is emit-
ted. The redistribution events have a smaller impact on
the total emissions than on the total cost. The number
of reusable orders dominates the total emissions. Since
these are equal for each of the container handling meth-
ods, we see that the shape of the graph depends on the
number of redistribution events. Therefore, the environ-
mental impact of the active container handling method
is larger than the hybrid method which is larger than the
passive method.

• We can conclude that the passive container handling method
performs best economically and environmentally. In sce-
nario 1, we see that the passive handling method saves
0.04 euro cent per order compared to no savings for the
active handling method.

• Higher customer stocks result in more reusable food con-
tainers in the system, which increases the investment cost.
From Figure 3, we see that the active container handling
method requires overall the the highest investment cost.
In Figure 3, we see that scenario 1 requires the most food
containers and scenario 4 the least. From this we con-
clude that the number of reusable restaurants and cus-
tomers effects the number of reusable orders in the sys-
tem and therefore the total number of required food con-
tainers.

Passive Hybrid Active
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Figure 3: Total number of packages per scenario per container handling method

• According to our sensitivity analysis, increasing the lifes-
pan results in lower cost and emissions. Furthermore, the
CUSTOMER RETURN CHANCE has the largest impact
on the customer return action compared to CUSTOMER
RETURN THRES. An increase of CUSTOMER RETURN
CHANCE results in less redistribution events (see Fig-

ure 4).
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Figure 4: Variation in CUSTOMER RETURN THRES and CUS-
TOMER RETURN CHANCE
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Passive Hybrid Active

Scenario 1 Redistribution events [#] 0 9 53

Usage costs [€/order] -0.04 -0.03 0.00

Emissions [kg CO2
equivalent/order]

-0.1356 -0.1351 -0.1326

Investment cost [€/order] 0.02 0.02 0.10

Scenario 2.1 Redistribution events [#] 0 1 3

Usage costs [€/order] -0.04 -0.04 -0.04

Emissions [kg CO2
equivalent/order]

-0.1335 -0.1334 -0.1333

Investment cost [€/order] 0.05 0.05 0.14

Scenario 2.2 Redistribution events [#] 0 0 0

Usage costs [€/order] -0.04 -0.04 -0.04

Emissions [kg CO2
equivalent/order]

-0.1336 -0.1336 -0.1336

Investment cost [€/order] 0.09 0.09 0.17

Scenario 3.1 Redistribution events [#] 0 8 42

Usage costs [€/order] -0.02 -0.01 -0.01

Emissions [kg CO2
equivalent/order]

-0.0552 -0.0548 -0.0531

Investment cost [€/order] 0.02 0.02 0.06

Scenario 3.2 Redistribution events [#] 0 6 42

Usage costs [€/order] -0.01 0.00 0.02

Emissions [kg CO2
equivalent/order]

-0.0257 -0.0254 -0.0237

Investment cost [€/order] 0.01 0.01 0.03

Scenario 4.1 Redistribution events [#] 0 1 13

Usage costs [€/order] -0.02 -0.02 -0.01

Emissions [kg CO2
equivalent/order]

-0.0582 -0.0581 -0.0574

Investment cost [€/order] 0.03 0.03 0.08

Scenario 4.2 Redistribution events [#] 0 1 13

Usage costs [€/order] -0.01 -0.01 -0.01

Emissions [kg CO2
equivalent/order]

-0.0350 -0.0317 -0.0313

Investment cost [€/order] 0.03 0.03 0.05

Figure 5: Overview experimental results

5.1. Limitations

Some limitations of the study should be considered.

• We expect the reusable container return option to the driver
to be the most convenient return action for the customer,
since the customer does not have to travel to any drop-off

location. However, this is just a hypothesis which is not
customer preference data.

• Currently, the driver only drops a reusable food container
at a reusable restaurant if the next order is also in a reusable
food container. Future research could include different
control actions. For example, the driver drops its food
containers at reusable restaurants with low stock levels.

• The restaurant popularity is equal for all restaurants in
the current simulation model. However, one could as-
sume that some restaurants receive more orders than oth-
ers. The chance for sampling these restaurants should
increase.

• In our current simulation model, we sample, indepen-
dently from the customers’ food container preferences, a
restaurant from the set of both reusable- as non-reusable
restaurants. This is based on the idea that a customer
first selects a restaurant based on its meal preferences.
Whether the meal is served in a reusable food container
or not is a consequence of the type of restaurant that is

sampled. In future research, the customers’ food con-
tainer preferences could play a distinctive role in the se-
lection of restaurants from which a meal order is sam-
pled.

6. Discussion and conclusion

6.1. Scientific Contributions
This study has contributed to our understanding of the en-

vironmental and economical effects of three different reusable
container handling methods, particularly in the meal delivery
industry. Almost all existing food container studies mainly fo-
cus on the environmental quantification of different food con-
tainer types, such as those by Arunan and Crawford (2021);
Gallego-Schmid et al. (2018, 2019). However, these studies
only focus on the performance of the packaging product itself.
This study provides the first insight into different container han-
dling methods for both disposable as reusable food containers.

We used a life cycle assessment and life cycle costing ap-
proach in combination with a simulation study to evaluate the
environmental- and economical effects of packaging materials
for different container handling methods. The methods used can
be replicated for any meal delivery network. To obtain compa-
rable and universal results on the environmental- and economi-
cal performance of different container handling methods in the
meal delivery industry, it is suggested that, where feasible, stud-
ies across the world follow one approach across different spa-
tial scales. The results obtained in this study provide further
knowledge on the potential emissions and cost of disposable-
and reusable food containers within the meal delivery indus-
try. Which can be used to inform online meal delivery plat-
forms about the implementation consequences of reusable food
containers. Furthermore, insights into the potential of reusable
food containers can be useful for decision makers relating to
their policy on banning single-use food containers.

6.2. Recommendations from the Study
Since our study is based on a simulation study, we recom-

mend to start a pilot project to evaluate the expected environmental-
and economical performance which follow from our study. The
following practical recommendations for the pilot study are de-
fined.

• In our evaluation study, we assume a lifespan of 200 uses
for reusable food containers. We recommend to track the
number of uses for each reusable food container in a pilot
project. Hereby, a more reliable estimation can be made
for the lifespan of a reusable food container implying the
investment cost.

• In our evaluation study, we see that the active handling
method requires much more reusable food containers in
the system, since customers randomly return their food
container after some time, to a random restaurant in the
system. We expect the total customer container stock to
increase. However, it is relevant to research the return
behavior of customers in a pilot since it has a large impact
on the number of reusable containers in the system.
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• There exist different system behavior in the warm-up pe-
riod and the steady state of the system for each type of
handling method. Therefore, we recommend to plan a
pilot project longer than the warm-up phase. The system
then performs in a steady state which is more control-
lable than the warm-up period. We observe that fewer
redistribution methods are needed in the steady state of
the system for each of the handling methods. Therefore,
the expected cost and emissions for transportation will be
lower than in the warm-up phase.

• Another recommendation for the design of a pilot project
is to start with a small group of reusable customers and a
restaurant in which each customer starts with a reusable
food container at home. In the case of passive- and hy-
brid container handling methods, this directly results in a
steady state of the system. Resulting in time savings for
insights into the expected performance of the system on
the long term.

6.3. Further Research

Being the first evaluation study on the economical- and en-
vironmental performance of reusable food container integration
in the meal delivery industry, there are many areas in which this
research can be expanded.

• The current model assumes reusable container cleaning
and storage at restaurants connected to the reusable con-
tainer network. This is defined by Hellström (2009) as
the transfer approach. We choose this approach since it
results in the most efficient transport of reusable food
containers compared to a system where drop-off loca-
tions or a central hub for cleaning and storage is chosen
(depot approach (Hellström, 2009)). Besides that, we ex-
pect the depot approach to result in higher storage costs
since one should invest in a central depot cleaning facil-
ity. Further research can investigate the differences in the
economical- and environmental performance between the
transfer approach and the depot approach.

• Furthermore, we expect that putting the cleaning respon-
sibility on the restaurants could result in a lower or less
reliable cleaning quality of the reusable food containers.
At least, the online meal delivery platform has less con-
trol over the cleaning process than when the platform has
its own cleaning facility in a central depot. This could in-
crease the quality of the reusable food container service.
This important adoption aspect could be a relevant sub-
ject to a survey among restaurants in the meal delivery
industry.

• Because in our current system the reusable food contain-
ers are owned by the online meal delivery platform but
used by restaurants and customers, it is relevant to re-
search different tracking technologies for managing food
container inventory at different locations. Mahmoudi and
Parviziomran (2020) identifies five types of tracking tech-
nologies: barcode, passive radio-frequency identification

(RFID), active RFID, Wi-Fi, and global positioning sys-
tem (GPS). Which one is most applicable for reusable
food container usage in the meal delivery industry pro-
vides insight into relevant practicalities for implementa-
tion.
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B
Material Details

Table B.1: Overview of materials used in reusable food containers per multicase study

Material Reference

Polypropylene
SwapBox, GoBox, Deliverzero,
Bûmerang, EcoBox, Sharepack

Sylicone Ozarka
Polybutylene
terepthalate

ReCircle

Tifin Returnr, Tiffin

Table B.2: Costs for reusable and disposable container types

Container type Cost (e) References

Reusable 1.92 Amazon (2021a),
Amazon (2021b),
Amazon (2021c)

Disposable 0.05 Senna Plastic (2021a)
Senna Plastic (2021b),
Zjpypaper (2021)
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C
Detailed Results

In this chapter, we discuss the result of each of the scenarios as defined in Section 4.3.3. The results
are shown in boxplot graphs, one for the number of redistribution events, and one showing the cost on
one yaxis and emissions on the other yaxis. Since the number of reusable container usages is equal
for each of the container handling methods, the blue dotted line shows the cost/emission for these
food container usages. The additional cost and emissions shown above the blue line are the result of
redistribution events.

Scenario 1
The box plots in Figure 5.1a, and Figure 5.1b in Section 5.1, show us the simulation results for scenario
1. In this scenario, all customers and all restaurants reuse. Figure 5.1a shows that the passive and
hybrid container handling methods require almost no redistribution actions. On the contrary, the active
container handling method requires on average 60 redistribution actions. Additionally, we see that the
environmental performance of the three container handling methods differs due to the high number of
redistribution events for the active handling method. All in all, the passive container handling system
performs best for this scenario in which all customers and restaurants reuse.

Scenario 2
In scenario 2, all customers reuse and some restaurants reuse. We differ the percentage of reusable
restaurants in scenario 2.1 (40% of the restaurants reuses) and scenario 2.2 (20% of the restaurants
reuses).

Scenario 2.1
The box plots in Figure C.1a, and Figure C.1b, show us the simulation results for scenario 2.1. In
this scenario, all customers reuse, and 40% of restaurants reuse. Figure C.1a shows that the passive
and hybrid container handling methods require almost no redistribution actions. Since there are fewer
reusable restaurants in the system than in scenario 1, there is a greater chance of container returnment
to a reusable restaurant that needs a reusable food container. Therefore, the number of redistribution
actions is lower than in scenario 1. Besides that, the total number of orders than can be handled in the
system is lower due to less reusable restaurants.

The high number of redistribution events for the active container handling method results in less cost
and emission savings than for the passive container handling method in which no redistribution events
are required. Figure C.1b shows the difference in cost and emission savings. All in all, based on this
outcome, we conclude that the passive container handling method results in the highest cost savings.
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(b) Emission and cost per container handling method

Figure C.1: Results scenario 2.1

Scenario 2.2
The box plots in Figure C.2a and C.2b, show us the simulation results for scenario 2.2. In this scenario,
all customers reuse, and 20% of restaurants reuse. This results in two reusable restaurant nodes.
The chance that a customer or driver returns a reusable food container to a restaurant that needs a
reusable food container is large. Therefore, in all container handling methods, no redistribution events
occur. The economical and environmental performance of each of the methods is therefore almost
equal. The variance in the results is caused by the random sampling of customers and restaurants. A
reusable food container is only used if both the sampled customer as the restaurant reuse. This leads
in some cases to more reusable food container use than in the other simulation runs.
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(b) Emission and cost per container handling method

Figure C.2: Results scenario 2.2

Scenario 3
In scenario 3, some customers reuse and all restaurants reuse. We differ the percentage of reusable
customers in scenario 3.1 (50% of the customers reuses) and scenario 3.2 (25% of the customers
reuses).

Scenario 3.1
The box plots in Figure C.3a and C.3b, show the simulation results for scenario 3.1. In this scenario 50%
of the customers reuse and all restaurants reuse. From Figure C.3a, we see that the active handling
method requires 25 redistribution events. The hybrid handling method requires approximately four
redistribution events and the passive handling method requires none.
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(b) Emission and cost per container handling method

Figure C.3: Results scenario 3.1

Looking at the box plot in Figure C.3b, the high number of redistribution events result in high costs for
the active handling method. However, there are still cost savings compared to a situation in which all
customers and restaurants use disposable food containers. The largest cost saving can be seen when
the passive handling method is used. The cost savings for the hybrid handling method are a little less
than in the passive method since more redistribution events are required due to the random returnment
of food containers to restaurants by customers.

Scenario 3.2
The box plots in Figure C.4a, C.4b, show the experimental results for scenario 3.2. In this scenario 25%
of the customers reuse and all restaurants reuse. From Figure C.4a, we see that the active handling
method requires 26 redistribution events. The hybrid handling method requires approximately three
redistribution events and the passive handling method requires none.
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Figure C.4: Results scenario 3.2

The high number of redistribution events results in high redistribution costs, which causes a reduce in
cost and emission savings for the active container handling method. This can be seen in Figure C.4b.

Scenario 4
In scenario 4, some customers reuse and some restaurants reuse. We differ the percentage of reusable
customers and restaurants in scenario 4.1 (50% of the customers reuses, 40% of the restaurants
reuses) and scenario 4.2 (25% of the customers reuses, 20% of the restaurants reuses).
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Scenario 4.1
The box plots in Figure C.5a and C.5b, show the simulation results for scenario 4.1. In this scenario
50% of the customers reuse and 40% of the restaurants reuses. From Figure C.5a, we see that the
active handling method requires four redistribution events. The hybrid handling method requires ap
proximately one redistribution event and the passive handling method requires none.
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Figure C.5: Results scenario 4.1

As Figure C.6b shows, the high number of redistribution events results in high redistribution costs
and emissions, which causes a reduce in cost and emission savings for the active container handling
method.

Scenario 4.2
The box plots in Figure C.6a and C.6b, show us the simulation results for scenario 4.2. In this scenario,
25% of the customers reuse, and 20% of restaurants reuse. This results in two reusable restaurant
nodes. The chance that a customer or driver returns a reusable food container to a restaurant that
needs a reusable food container is large. Therefore, in all container handling methods, no redistribution
events occur. This is shown in Figure C.6a. The economical and environmental performance of each
of the methods is therefore almost equal.
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Figure C.6: Results scenario 4,2
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